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Eeyond the perplexities of Ilterary theory
and liberal humanism lurks the orltloal quest[on
of how Northrop Frye performs in bed

n

HO “EADS FRVE now?” Frank Kermode recently asked hi audience
at London’s lmtiote of Contempomry Art. Judgtng by the silence
in that crowded seminar room. the
question was rhetorical, at least
for academies on this side of the
Atlantic. Immensely popular for
more than 30 years, Northrop
Frye has fallen out of fashion in
scholarly circles. but the Master’s
name
_. is. also being taken in vain in

1

*rlvoIo”s
EOnleX~s.
rrye “as
become a f.gure of fun on - of all

“lore

things - British television.
Kerrnode, mandarin crlric and retired
King Edwad VII Professor of English at
Cambridge, was ostensibly debating the
merits of French critic Roland Barthes
with Terry Eagleton, Marxist critic and
e&t
terrible of the Oxford English
faculty. But their discussion quickly
ranged beyond Bathes. About the only
subject on which they could agree was
Frye’s obsolescence.
Eagleton was anxious to deliver an
urgent message: that liberal humanism is
hsn!;mpt. By regarding literature as a
place to escape from li “politically consbucted society,” it has run out of “ralion&s.”
he said, thus rendering itself
irrelevant. Its insistence on “limeless
values”
and “unchanging
human
nature” is a lie that merely reinforces its
own middle-class ideology. It is therefore rightly being replaced by a more
ideologically committed (Marxist, feminist) school pf criticism.
Kerrnode listened to Eaglemn’s diatribe with the patient indulgence of a
balerant headmaster. He proved too experienced a debater to fall inlo the trap
of attempling
to defend
liberal
humanism. Instead. he argued with
ehoxful cynicism that so long as university departments
of English exist,
sedena will conrinue to enml in them.
For I&mode, critical theories such as
Frye’s will simply pass in and out of
f&ion
according to invisible laws of
academic supply and demand.
The real question Kermode and Eagle
ton c:ere grappling with was the difficult
business of justifying the academic study
of English literatum Al the turn of Lhe
c~ntmy, this newly established university
coum was frequently derided as Lhe

“poor man’s clpssics.” Whar possible
academic rigour, the old guard com~lained. could be involved in the readinu
bf no&,
plays, and poetry in one’~
own language? As Evelyn Waugh has
recorded, in the Oxford of the 1920s the
English school was reserved for “women
and foreigners,” un\vmthy of the altention of English gentlemen.
In the Cambridge of the ‘30.5, this
frivolous repuration was redeemed by
F.R. Leavis and numerous diieiples,
whose “great tradition” of selected
noveliits and poets was used as a cudgel
to beat the “mechanized.”
“commer“withered,”
society
of
cialized,”
modem induslrial England. After the
war, however, Leavls’s faith in high adme as a morally redemptive agent was
sorely tried by reports of concentrationcamp offars devoted LoOoerhe, Shakespear, and Bach. And Leavis’s nostalgia for an “organic society” - situated
somewhere in the 17th century, where
unalienated peasants spoke an Bngliih
“crammed with the physical textures of
aclual experience” - was all very well if
you Lived in an andem university town
in East Anglia. But it was a harderpose
to maintin - without seeming precious
- in downtown Chiiago or Toronto.

Something
less Lendenliaus, more
scienlifie,
was required if English
literature was to flourish in the academy.
It was provided in Anatomy OfCriticism
(1957) by Cadada’s own Northrop Frye.
Frye’s Anatomy.
like Arisiotle’s
Poetics, attempted Lo define the laws by
which all literary works are srructured.
Literary writing was no longer Lo be
regarded, as Leavis had wished, as a
crude moral arbiter separating the sensitive from the crass, but as “an autonomous verbal strucbue.”
Wiilh its four narrative calegories, five
“modes,” three recurrem patterns of

symbolism, and its cyclical theory of
literary history. Frye’s syskm provided
both a method and a rationale for the
academic study of lllemrure. Seminar
rooms from Dalhousie to Simon Fraser
rang with eager voices, classifying achetypes, distinguishing modes, identifying
cycles. (I am personally guilty of. a
Z&page essay fraclng “the operation of
the alazon. eiron. and bomolochm
figures in Jacobean city comedy.“)
Frye’s categories., like the best scienlific theory, seemed unassailable; their
all-encompassing nature offered an inexhaustible source of material; their apolitical nature was reassuring. Since all
literature was autonomous - relating to
nothing but itself, a “collective utopian
dreaming” - it could be analysed with
the detachment of a scientist and the
appreciation of an aesthete.
That is just the problem. argues Terry
Eagleton, whose Literary Theoty: An
Introduction (Blackwell) surveys major
aitlcs fmm Matthew Arnold to Jacques
Derrida and exposes the unstated. perhaps unconscious political allegianas
and assumprions that underlie their
theories. In Frye’s work Eagleton
detects ‘5 deep fear of the actual social
world, a distaste for history itself. . . .
The beautyof the approach is Lhal it
deftly combines an extreme aesthetic&m
with an efficiently classifying ‘scientilicity,’ and so maintains literalure as an
imaginary altemalive tp modern society
while rendering criticism respectal~le in
rhar society’s Lemxs.”
Frye, it appears, is a past master at Lhe
art of classifying one’s cake before happily consuming it.
As if that were not enough, even Frye
might have found detachment difficult
had he watched an episode of Frederic
Raphael’s recent television series, 0xbridge Blues (BBC Publicarions), which
features the following exchange between
a civil servant and his wife as they undress for bed:
WENDY:. . . I know you’re rldiculourly
jealous of Pip and you can’t even
bring yourself to accept bls generosily
without looking as though you’d
much sooner be readink the collecled
works of - of - of - oh - Northrop Frye.
VICTOR:I would. Much. The Anatomy
o/ C%civ/n. though flawed, was a

’

:;_

seminal work in some ways. Why did
you happen to choose him7
\wvo~: I wanted someone wilh a silly
name.
VICTOR:I don’t find Northrop paniculady silly.
u%NDY:Well I do. I find it very silly indeed. Not us silly as you’re being, but
still wry silly. . . .
In or out of bedrooms. it seems, Northrop Frye remains seminal.
- M*w2lA KA”AN

true story:yesterday a” English
professor asked me bow I decided o” the
length of the tines in my poans. I said
that it depended o” two lhllgs -bow
I
hem what’s being said, and what sire
paper I’m writing on.
I” all the years I have devoted to
writing and reading literature. I have
read only one discussion of the effect of
the writing surface on the writing. That
was the lranscripl of a discussion between Allen Ginsberg
and Robert
Creeley at the 1963 sununer poetry extravagmwa at the University of British
Columbia. But I know from personal
experience and talking with other writers
that critics seldom consider such munTHIS IS A
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dane things as whether the author wrote
his novel in a stenographer’s Pad or on
custom-made vellum.
Will
Carlos Williams has been
called everything from a social reelist to
a post-modernist grandpa. Ye1 il is no
secret that be scribbled lots of his poems
on prescription forms while the next
patie” was putting down the magazine
in the waiting room and entering his office. That could explain two things: (1)
why a thousand of Dr. Williams’s poems
are half a Page long; (2) that the poems
ere ge”emUy recognized as good for
what ails you.
When it comes to manuscripts, Robert
Creeley is a” interesting case. Creeley
doesn’t Like to scratch revisions on his
work in progress. If he makes 8 mistake,
or gets a better idea, he throws away the
page and stats ow. It has something to
do with getting into the right rhythm or
head-space. He doer the same thing with
prose. When the U.S. Library of Congresa acquired the working typescrlpr of
his novel. The Island, they got the sane
thll
his publisher, Swlbner’s, got 300 pages of perfect copy.
Amen Gllsberg, on the olber hand,
writes everything in notebooks be carries
with him, on airplanes, in the front seal
of a Volkswagen bus, in a cafeteria in
Marrake&. Every few years, when he

gets a prod from his publisher, City
Lights, he goes through the notebook
scribblings and extracts 100 pages of
POarY.
I know a man who CBnnot write on
anything but cheap yellow carbon-copy
paper, with a 4H pencil. I know a composer ‘who would be lost without her
ancient typewriter, a machine so old and
fuimy-looking that the keys are laid out
in alphabetical order.
The Vs”couver
novelist
Audrev
Thomas sits and writes in ink on th;
ruled lines of yellow Ieaal-sbed foolsow.
Her work, asmany c&tics have notice&
ls anbnated by a meticulous menxory.
When Thomas started writing her stories
and “owls, she was a housewife and college student, with a house full of
children. In order to steal time for
writing ftiion. she would sit at her student desk, or rather table. and pretqd
she was writing an English assignment.
That’s a memory she has “ever forgotten. IL might also explain why her books
are so inviting for students who know
bow to handle them as E”glish ass&
merits.
Thomas still hll
somebody to type
her wok from that handwriting. I have
bee” trying for years to shame her into
learning to type. But she knows how her
imagination works, and she know that
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the conversations her characters have get
a little more mom on that long page. She
gave me an oblong noiebook once, and I
wrote short poems wilh long lines in it.
People are always giving me nice notebooks, and I keep them till I Tmd P poem
that vtill tit. The poem is always as long
as rhe notebook. This will perhaps encourage people to slip me single sheets of
band-made paper.
When it comes to essays, I like to ow
the l&page booklels that universily
students get to write their exams in.
ii109 0f i0y essays e~t00t t0 36 0r 48
pog,es of double-spaced handwriting.
Despite whaf you may have heard, I take
more than three hours to write them. I

writeshort stories the same way.
But when you are planning to write a
novel you know you BIX in for a routine
that will dominate your days for a year
or two. Wilb novels I like to set myself a
mutine I haven’t learned before. Maybe
I think that will make it impossible to
write the same book over and over.
My first novel I jest sat and typed
with a manual typewriter on the kitchen
table. When I was ready Lo do a novel
about Captain Vancouver I took my
index-cad notes, bought three beautiful
bound notebooks in Chinatown, and IO
of my favomite German felt pens, and
flew to Triesle. There I sat every day and
wrote a l,OOO-word chapter, or as I like
usually

to think of it. 10 pages of ink. My next
one I dii at home. on the same black nononsense hardback tibblers
I do my
diary in. Then I typed it up on my new
word processor.
Last year I decided Lowivrirethe novel I
have been thinking of for seven years a we&m that t&es place in the Tbompson Valley of British Columbia in 1889.
Agab~ I stayed home, but for a reason
the rev&as
will “ever bother to think
of. I wrote it right on the compuler
screen. Now I am shopping for a little
portable computer. The next novel is
going 10 be written on the mad some
where. Maybe I can take it to tbe ball- UmRciE BowEluNo
park with me.

‘It is useful to know that what
pedants think doesn’t matter a hell of a lot,
except when they are grading papers’

HR,STOPHERc. COOPER of Edmonton is but the latest reader to
ask about the propriety of beginning sentences (or &en pamcnohs) with coniunctions.
oar;‘c&riy and and but.
1 guuerrmost of us have shared
his youthful experience of having
it drummed into him that thii is an
incorrect or, at best, vulgar pracrice. This dictum belongs in the
class of xhoolteachers’ soperstidons. along with bans against the split
infinitive and the termbml meposition.
It is not wrong for &&-school
teachers to drill us in this way. 11 is
wrong for us to spend our lives believing
Iha. such rules are engraved in stone. It
i5 useful for anyone who will not be
doing very much writing to know thal
pedanrs may frown on those who violate
rhcsl: brittle precepts; it is more useful
for someone who will be writing a lot to
know that what pedants think doesn’l
mauer a hell of a lot, except when they
are grading papers.
When I was being taught that using
inidol conjuncdons
was in the same
Icque as practising self-abuse, I was
also being taught thal the King James
version of the Bible’was one of the
noblest pieces of English prose. And it is
difliculr. if not impossible, to even
glance at one page of thar work without
nodcing fhm the scholars who translated
it bad been denied tbe quality of education enjoyed in 20th~century Canadian
schools. If you had a dime for every inidsl and in that volume, you surely

would not pass inlo heaven with such a
bankroll.
I do not know the oriain of rhis orehibition, and would be &.teful for-any
auihoritative cimtions. A Gmmmar oJ
Contemporary
English.
considered
auihoritative by many (and obviously
not given to overstalement), says this:
“Despite a tradition of presaiptive
teaching against the practice, il is not
uncommon in written English to Rnd
sentences (and sometimes even paragraphs) beginning with the coordinate
conjuncdons and* or. but.” And a lot
OIOZ
The fact is that, while il mighr be

desirable only under very special circums~ances to start a book with mad,
anything else with it unless you are trying Lo impress a pedant.
And the judicious use of initial conjunctions can make your style much
more lucid and forceful than that of one
who would sooner die than break up a
sentence.
of Toronto has written to me
more than once Lo seek supporl for a”
organization of which he is president:
The Simplilied Spelling Society Ov
Canada (SSSC). I &not
espouse his
cause, but recognize thal he has a right
to pursue it.
It has been estimated that about
45,000 years have elapsed since humans
began using graphic representations as a
supplement t@ speech, and I am made
“ervous by those who suggest we adopt
TED C”LP

their formulae (and there are many such
schemes) to alter, drastic& and instantaneoosly, Ihe product of 45 millennia of
evolulion.
Spelling reformers have illustrious
literary antavdents
(George Bernard
Shaw springs to mind), and they are
honourably motivated. A person who
wants to do something abour ao orthe
graphy that could permit (to use Shaw’s
classic example) fib 10 be spelled ghoti
can’t be dismissed as a crank. (If you are
not familiar with thal one, think about
rough women in action.)
Some of the reforms sought by Ihe
SSSC have been implemented to a considerable extent already. Canadian newspapers have been using -or in preference
to -our (as in honor and labor) for
decades, although this mmne
continues to drag its feel in this matter.
But our orthographic peculiarities are
of no little value in reminding us of the
history of our words. and they some
times keep us out of rmuble with
homonyms. If people who now are cansidered (by some) to be relatively harmless when they wite nite insread of rdght
are allowed to go unchecked, how will
we later distinguish between might and
mite, or right and rite or sight and site
and cite?
Anyone who ls interested in learning
more about tbe aberrant proposals of
the Simplified Spelling Society may write
to il at Suite 1407, 111 Bid&e Avenue.
Toronto M6B lJ7.
And that, Mr. Gulp. is as far as I’m
prepared f0 go. cl

Geoffrey Ursell’e visionary epic
of the history of the Canadian West Is the
best first novel of 1984
PLAYWR~O”T and
composer Geoffrey UrseU has
won the ninth annual Books in
Canada Award for Fimt Novels and a cheque for 51,000 - for
Perdue: Or How rhe W..f Wus
Larl. published by Macmillan.
With this year’s short list
dominated by books fmm the
West, it was no surprise that a
prairie writer should win the
award. However, the judges’ decision was far from unanimous. Perdue
was the first choice of only two of the
four judges on the panel.
The judges for thii year’s award were:
Dan Mozersky, manager of Pmspero
Books in Ottawa; Leslie Peterson, currently on a year’s leave from her post as
book review editor of the lbmouver
Sun; and novelists Leon Rooke, witerin-residence at the University of TooronASKATCH~WN

to, and Carol Shields of Winnipeg. They worked from a short
list prepared jointly by writer-translator Paul Wilson and
editor-critic Albert0 Manmtel. both of whom have contributed
columns about fust no& to &wks in Canada dming the past
Pa.

Besides Perdue. the books on the short list were: Coonfry qf
I/U?Hart. bv Sharon Butala fFifth Housck Precious. bv
Douglas ti. &ver (Seal); Do&d, by John&y
(In&t); i
Heor rhe Rclrper’sSong, by Sara Stambaugh (Raincoast); and
The SalvaIion of Yasch Siemens, by Armin Wicbe
fJmnstone). As the judges’ wmments indicate, scvcral were
strong runners-up to Peniue:
Dan Mowrsky: First. I had a much mom difficult time this
year in choosing a winner or first choice than last year. There
seems less disparity between good and bad among thex six
novels, and at least four could well be ranked equally. I have
disciplined myself to rank them fmm one to six rather than
award, let us say, two books to second place or have two share
first place. That sttika me as the coward’s way out. Some
degree of ruthlessness is required here.
Second, I am bothered, as I was last par, by the inch&n of
so obviously a “genre” title, Precious. 1 have no reservations
aboul the quality of this work but I did fmd it difticult to
judge in light of the other “conventional” narrative or literary
novcls. Maybe it’s time for Books in Canada to have a Fmt
Mystery Novel Contest? Or possiblyexclude this genm fmm
next year’s entrants? (I hesr the howls of protest already.)
Third, one cannot fail to be struck by the pm-eminence of
the West and the rural in rdstionship to all but one of these six
novels. With the exception of Glover, all of these authors were
raised or now live in Western Canada. Could there be a sodality of Western Canadian writers, a brotherhood of neophyte
novelists? And if there is, what doa it mean? And should
Eastern titers start packing their bags, head We&, get back
to the land and their typewriters? Rural themes predominate in
four of these Westem writers’ works. I Hew lhe Reaper’s
Sane, Cmudry of the Iiearl. The Sahwlion of Yasch SiemuLF,
and Perdue: Or How the Wesl Was Lost are largelyset in rural
environments where the farm and the land are signiticant Iadscap.3
1’11leave further explorations in these aas to the thesis
writers.
L&z&d is subtitled An Outmgeous& Funny Novel. This
novel is outrageous. but it is certainly not funny. It is
outrageously bad. The plot is boring. characters are trite,
small-minded, and uninteresting, language is ordinary and the
subject matter is more appropriate to a Cha~elaine article than
a full-length novel. The first line mad.%“I was an asshole in
1974,” and although the author would like us to think differeutly by the time we get to page 245, I hadn’t changed my
mind one bit. I have little difficulty allocating Dazzled to sixth
place.
Country of the Heorf I began by disliking, but by the time I
got to the end had grown to like very much. It is an ambitious
novel with interesting cbmncters in their own right, but ovctall
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resulting in a wild hybrid of Zane Grey and Salvador Dali.
UrselI’s sensual, tactlle, highly charged prose flings us thmogh
history unrecognizably skewed, through Indian and buffalo
massacres, beheadings, and a host of disasters both natural
and unnatural. Mum, having first had sex with a giant, runs
‘off with royalty; Dad. caught in an aet of bestiality, is set
ablaze by his soo, our protagonist. It is history attenuated,
compressed, manipulated for telling effea. Whole chapters of
OUTpast are condensed into a single, terse scene. The author
dares everything, culminating in his staging of the First World
War on a prairie battlefield.
Ursell, a songwriter, poet, and playwright, excels at metaphor and the sparse, elliptical use of language. His tliits of
imagination are at times brilliant; sifting fiction from reality is
a canny task imposed upon the reader. Yet like his precursor.
John Bath, Ursell!s weakness shows in his -es.
Initially
one is carried away by the sheer force of the material. until a
surfeit of symbolism sod hyperbole bear down upon the
reader. inducing sterility and stripping out the human mntext.
Charting the common ground, while ostensibly a more mundane chore, demands consummate skill. In Counlry qf the
Hear1 readers witness no sleight of hand, experience no cataclysms, but merely participate in the simple lives of ordinary
people. This work of fiction, while drawn to a small scale on
an insignificant piece of canvas, succeeds best in praeotiog the
human drama in all its intricacies. and so wins as Best AllRound Delineator of the Human Con&tlon.
Like her 19th-century Bronte sisters. Butala presents us with
a subtle, detailed anatomy of the daily events of a handful of
people: a young woman of 19. hw Uncle Barney andAunt Iris,
ranchers turned farmers. There are no external forces at work
here, simply internal disruptions, tIawed but vibrant human
beings struggling with their passions.
Butala takes a painterly approach to her sensitive portray&
of small-town Saskatchewan people, deftly sketching in the
seasonal shifts, with nature a lavish backdrop to the human
condition. Expertly staging her drama, she dares even to intmdote geriatric sex in the form of a 74-year-old seducer:
‘%verythne she touched him she was reminded of how Little
flesh stood between him and the white bone-sof his death.”
Events are skilfolly juxtaposed, lives manipulated with preclsion timing to bring about the denouement which, though
predictable, is effective. Although Butals lapses occasionally
Into stilted phraseology and is as yet no match for the likes of
Margaret Laurence. our most accomplished chronicler of
small-town life, the promise is there.
Leon Rooke: More than our dollar is dropping if indeed we &
to consider these the six best first novels of the year. My sospidons fester: what books have been left out? Not one of these
tinaiists begins to approach the excellence of Ken Ledbetter’s
Too Many Blackbinis (Stoddan). Guy Vanderhaeghe’s lyv
Pnnnt Age (Macmillan), while a troubled York, also clearly
rises above the standard set by this short list. In fan, these six
titles appear to have been selected in the fast place to illustrate
the jaded reviewer’s belief - bias? principle? - that fmt
novels muvt have something grossly wrong with them, that
they most be viewed as apprentice endewoun, that they most
be a bit boring and awkward, while riding ao implausible
story-line, pursuing ponderous, improbable chsraaas.
OK, so what of the six that made the list? Stambaugh’s I
Hear the Recrper’s Song is the kind of book you will see
described as “quiet” or “gentle.” Quiet, it certainly is. I fez
I’d have to call it lackadaisical, a novel for sleepwalkers. I
would have thought it onpublishable; it was for me, with its
one-note technique, close to unreadable.
Another prairie novel about a Mennonite community is
Wiebe’s The Salvation oJ Yasch Siemens. Ymch represents a
giant step forward (fmm Re@er’s Song), and I haveno doubt
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much of Ihe plof seems so implausible that the book ultimately
doe, not succeed. Most obviously, one’s credibility Is strained
10 snapping regarding the affair behveen tbe 74-year-old James
ond the 4%year-old Iris. The novel could have been more tightly constructed es weIl. At limes the story wanders end
meanden belwen characters and chronology end sometimes I
v:ondered esaclly who this book wes really about. Thii novel
shws considerable potential - but stacked up against some
ofits compaitors in this contest it does not do very well. 11gets
fifth place.
I am not quite sure what to make of The SalwIion oj Yczch
Sienws. I laoghed o”1 loud al times. But for en equal number
of times I was confused by the story end jest a little bit bored.
On the one hand, I was charmed by the language of this novel;
on lhe other. I wes irritated by it. I wasn’t always sure what
sow of the words meanl, end although this nmy sound
picayune. I would like to have had a glossary provided. This
lack of glossary irritated me es I reed thic novel, and prevented
me from thoroughly enjoying what is odiously a creetive, inventive. and humorous work. I pul this book in fourth piece. I
can we its potential, however. One can hope this is the first in
a lo”g series of Yasch Siemens novels: Yasch Siemens Becomes
Praidenr of Dome Petroleum. Yaxh Siemens Goes IO OIIUW, Yasch Siemens Rends Heidegger. . . .
Preciorn is a fast-paced. well-written detective-murder

m;wxy. Our delective Is one Precious Elliot, en out-of-luck
JO-year-old newspapermen who, in desperation, takes a job es
\vomen’s-page editor on a small-town newspaper. The town,
the paper. most of the chaacters. and Precious are seedy, tired
leflovem from somelhing bigger or better. Precious becomes
involved in two murders, “ncovers a land-purehare fraud
xan. has m affair with the first murder victim’s daughter,
and so on and so on. This book is grIppIy. It reeds almost
llav~lcssly fmm the first page. A superb mystery in the hardboiled school of detective writing, it falls into third place.
I Hear 1l1eReaper’s Song is a novel I liked immensely. This
is a charming. pr&psarien
story set in rural PennsyIvenia in
1596 in B small Mennonite community. Although the mein 80
lion of this story is a tragic accident that causes irrevocable
change, lhe majority of this book antres on an almost
pz<lorel childhood. Life for the 1%year-old main character is
ordered, simple, harmonious. es it is for his family, friends,
a”d community. This is a novel of nostalgia, of a longing for a
bctlcr ege. Set on a farm and in a farming communily, everything is in simple harmony with nature. There is en emphasis
on the closeness of family, the nearness of reIatives, end the
security and sense of community that gIva comfort to all.
These virtues erc Ione none today end that is what gives this
“owl a tbne of no&&
wetness.
a lo”&
tenderness for
remembmnce of thII
pest. This kind of sentimentality could
easily become maudlin, but Samba&h is successful in reweating the nostalgia without the corniness. We don’t seem to mind
that the molher and father are called “Mem” and “Pap” or
that the horses are named “Bluebell” end “Star.” This novel
is churning. well-written. sensitive, and compassionate. An
ideal book to recommend lo e teenega or young adult. It gets
second choice.
Perdue: Or How the West Was Los1 is the most sweeping,
literary, interesting, and intriguing of the six novels. It Is
m@xl,
mythic, phantasmagorical.
It is richly written end
abounds wilh poetic, lyrical language. The main character Is
“PLtiduc” (which, according to my Oxford. meens “post of
sentinel in a very dangerous position or someone who is placed
in on estremely hezerdous position or ordered on a forlorn
hope.” OF possibly more signiIicentIy, “one who acts es a
wlcher or a sxout ore spy”); it is through hi eyes that we see
the history of the West fmm Victorian times through to the
present end beyond. Perdue is en innocent who sea the world
for lhe first time without knowing what it means. Objecls now
familiar to the reader are descdbed in dimming end naive

terms: a piano, never named. is described es I‘. . . a WY large,
curving box, made of gleaming black wood. It balanced on
ihree solid, cawed legs. A cover on the top wes propped open.
A bench wes placed et one end, before a row of white.” and
airplanes, again “ever named. appuv es I’. . . hundreds of little silver crosses that glinted when the liiht struck them.” Thus
much of the appeal of this book is in the almost magical
descrIplions that appear virtuslly on every page. They are
sometimes puzzling end confusing but et the same time are e
challenge to the reader’s intellect and curiosity.
The language of the book is rich and poetic. In fact, the
book consists not so much of chapters es prose-poems with
language rich in symbolism, imagery, and power:
Under his bare feet, the wnnn earth feh soft and yielding. And
sometimes Perdue would lie down on his side lo peer into the
jungle of lhln yellow bona. or on his back to be enlranced with
the heads of grain swaying, swaying, swaying. a dance of gold
against blue and white.
The language is enhanced by the story’s grand and mythic

proportions. particularly in the first part of the book. Pat one
deals with Perdoe’s early years up to the First World War end
is the tnou successful of the three sections. Everything is huge
end limitless. The land is sweeping, unknown, untamed. The
animals and Indians ere numberless end slaughtered endlessly
until rivers and lakes of blood are drowning everything. A
strange kind of magic is everywhere. In fact, everything is
strange. Fmm the houses described to the sexwd indulgenfeP
of Sir end Gal Sal, Perdue’s father and mother, we are entranced by this strange megIc and we see the West, its settlemml, and its growth, with a new kind of vision and with fresh
insights.
It must be obvious by now that I think hiihly of this novel.
For its richness of language, ils power of imaginelion, and ifs
ability to reveal the old in a new Light, it is to be praised
unequivocally. That is not to say the book does not have its
flaws. When the author deals with post-First World War
times, he Is somewhat less convincing. And sometimes this
book is too obscure end oblique. But on the whole, this novel
must be awarded first place.
Leslie Peterson: If book awards were Academy Awards, life
would be simpler by far. In f&on we’d have categories for
Most Entertaining, Most Elliptical. Most Heartfelt, and so
forth, broedening the scope immeesurably. Of this year’s six
finalists - a sensual array of poets and playwIghls - three
jostle effectively for pride of place: Gray’s Da&d,
UrseIl’s
Perdue, and Bulala’s Country M :he Heart. Any of the trio.
could rightfully claim top prize.
Duzz/&, a dippy, fleshy, SocIologieal romp. definitely
deserves top marks for best-slaged entenainment. Billed on its
lurid pink dust-jacket es “outrageously funny,” the novel,
especialIy in ils depiction of television as cultural scourge, frequently fultils its immodest claim.
Gray’s fortes ere his quick wit and wonderfully inventive
dialogue, which is completely attuned to his wacky, caricature
characters. At his best, Gray approaches SeIingw or faindy
ahoes Vonnegut. Among his finest specimens are supersalesmen Jake Slider, a walking spewparts
machine. with his
59,000 teeth. $5,000 hair, and a devastatingly rebuilt “ose. Or
television host BiU Wheedle, a mocked mmp*ite
of the
species. While Gray’s ptrsentation is exceIlen1, the quality is
uneven. He falls prey to contrived clevemess. overreaching
himself, abusing imny until it becomes didecticism. And in the
end there is something lacking in these hollow men and
women, who enter, strut their stuff. and then exit. leaving little
trace.
In its sheer wizardry end unf&zred imagination, Perdue is
a romp. Cryptic, apocalyptic. surrealistic, this historical jigsew puzzle tampers with the pas1 with fiendish abandon,
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that many readers will find it enjoyable, if only for its liveli“ess. For my money, however, atIer a wonderfully mmIc first
chapter the novel deteriorates into a series of not-so-funny
adventurer related by a narator whose fractured language
grow tedious at about the sane rate that the events he
describes become inconsequentbtl.
Butala’s Counfry ofthe Heart is another of the four prairie
novels on the short list. But& writes with wnsidemble sympathy for her characters, and her earnestness (though part of
the book’s troubles) is admirable. 1 found the plight of ha
hemines unconvincing, and the prose at times diitressingty

‘Ursell’s conce

tion is a daring one, and
conPained with Pn the book are numerous
brilliant scenes, and the language is
caf@Qully crafted, beautiktlly sculpted’

heavy-footed. I honour the writer’s intentions. now know her
to be a gifted writer, but wa$ not impressed by the book.
Glow’s Precious, a detective novel about a fast-talking,
fast-drinking newspapcnnan, is periodiially engrossing. Many
of its scenes and some of its characters arc perceptively drawn.
But the plot is cock-eyed, and the pacing non-existent, a strain
on the brain’s wong side. The writer was there: what the book
needed was B demanding editor.
Iwin Publishing has produced perhaps the year’s most
unattractively designed book, Gray’s Dazzled. Dazkdis
called, almost as a sob-title, “an outrageously funny novel.” 1
thought it not outrageous at all; it is sometimes funny. The
novel offers a slap-happy look at North America’s post-1960s
cullwe. The trouble is that Gray’s story line is thin, and
neither he nor hll characters are up to the long haul.
Nor is Perdue (would that the title. had stopped there) Or
How the West WmLmt a perfect book. The last and bent of
the prairie titles, it is 198 pages long; at half the length, it
wuld have been stronger, even truly distinpished.
For the
truth is, the novel barely survives its listless second half. But
Perdrre gets my vote, even so. Urscll’s conception is a daring
one, and contained within the book are nomemos brilliant
scenes, and the language is carefully crafted, beautifully
sculpted. II is the nearest we have. of these six, to a work of
art.
Carol Shields: Dnzfed is clearly my choice as beat first novel
of the yea. It is a book brimming with rich, unsparing irony,
an irony (some would say cynicism) so vivid and assured that
the reader grieves a little - but only a little - when Willard,
the central character. is rescued by soch old nostrums as
manual labour, respect for nstwc, and concern for others.
The core. thankfully, is only temporary; Willard, our hero,
belierily he has escaped the great enemyfahion, accidentally
helps launch a new cmze.
This punchy, picaresqoe novel manages to b; serious
vtithout ewrlettingon.
OftcnGnygoesfortbeeasy
tar@lootish clothing salesmen, medy dentists, arcane Ph.D.
theses, sod the more absurd aspccts of the human potential
movement and CBC panel shows - but he shoots, too, at
broader social ills, namely, the terrible truth that what we perceive as reality is no more than a peaking trend. Human activity with its vain Peramblings and shameful trade-offs is only a
flicker on ao electronic screen. the real enemy being that existential 2Oth-century b&e, nothingness. For Willard. recovering from a nervous breakdown brought on by acute
embarrassment, there is nothing in the end but comfy nihilism
and the odd glimmer of imny to sweeten up his despair.
The dazzling charactersin Lkzzled wear their allegorical
sl&~s lightly, and the point of view is cheerfully skewed at
times. Gray writes a dancing prose and has an icy eye for

.
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detail. You know. for instance, that you’re riding a new wave
when yea decide one day to frame your Woodotock poster or
trade in your nylon socks for a pair of woolly argylcr.
The overriding irony is that this sprawling. irreverent book
manages to strike with such precision and only hurts when we
stop laughing.
There is a great deal to admire in the deceptively simple I
Hear AbeReaper’s Song. Stambaagh takes ha time building
curious aftermath. The story, seen through the eyes of a
I5yeu-old boy, introduces as lo’ an American Mennonite
community of the late 19th century, its seasons and rituals, its

Wsoll has taken the western ex etlence,
VJhidl

he Clearly kllOVJS Ml& an 8
n9komp~ecI to liberate It from the stric9urss

of linear hlstory and naturalistic
deflnltlon. Time In this novel Is a kind
of super-giant, holding the unfolding
prairie drama in its outsized hands’
family life and. especially, the intricacies of courtship. The
surface is so calm and the chamcters so agreeable, that when
of the darkness is b&i&&l at-a funeral attended by thrillseekers, and the suspicion that the victim of the accident may
have contributed to her own death.
Stsmbaugh’s writing is simple and straightforward, and
because of her choice of narrator there is more reportage here
than analysis: life in this community, for instance, is busy with

or the metaphysics of belief.
The author has based her novel on real avents. taking. she
tells us, some novelistic liberties. I wish she had taken more.
Her conch&as do set the eventsin B historicalcontext. but
perhap rob them of their power.
Preciousis a very likable crime novel, and Precious himself,
Doug Glover’s hard-drinking, tough-talking reporter, is a likable character, a man in the middle of a badly seamd life with
three marriages and a sea of booze behind him. Portunately
he’s too busy for self-pity; events in the small Ontario city
family rivalries, a de.& cover-ap op&ation. a land
developer’s grandiose scheme, and an off-stage jewel then.
Some of this meshes and some of it doesn’t, but the language is
lively and very often witty. Cilover exuloits alI the delights of
the genre - thick-muscled metaphors, cynic&tender sex, and
immensely mmplicated revelations.
I found this the most difficult of the six books to evaluate
since, more than the others, il has to be considered a genre
work with a different set of expectations. Process in mime
writing is almost always less important than solution, and the
necessary and inevitable wrap-up predudes the more patiently
unfolded truths of the other novels under consideration.
The Saivadon of YaschSiemenscontainsone of the most
and
whi& the ecstasyof spiritual life is
fully, clumsily glimpsed. In between there is a good deal of
high-spirited bucolic bumbling by one Yasch Siemens, a Manitoba Mennonite youth who. giving new meaning to the word
c&w, seeks to improve his station in life. This generoushearted novel relies heavily on Flat German inversions for its
humour and on the groping of rural innocents in a less-thaninnocent world. Some readers will grow thirsty for wit but
only the deeply cynical will fail to laugh out loud as YIasch
puaslii kind ofsalvation.
is a good novelist who will undoubtedly become an
awn better lone. She dearly understands that all human
relationships are complex. and Counlry 4/ the Hear1 emphatically fractures the simple stereotypes so cmmnon to
prairie fiction. The middkaged rancher Barney, his wife Iris.
and their adopted daughter Lannie are linked not only by love.
but by unvoiced alienation and unspeakable passions. Each
guards secrets too painful for the others to bear, and the
silences come close to undermining thii novel by depriving it of
tension and response. The problem is especially apparent in
the case of the young Lannie who is suffering - silently fmm an undiagnosed illness. depression, parental fantasias, an
unwanted pregnancy and, finally, a suicide attempt - too
much perhaps for one novel. But fhis silent willingnessto take
on burdens may be what Butala is writing about. “I don’t
know what life is for,” Lannie says at one point; it is a question all the characters in this novel ask, and to the author’s
credit, no easy answers are provided.
Ursell has taken the western experience. whieh he dearly
knows well. and attempted to liberate it from the strictures of
linear history and naturalistic definition. The result is a highly
original allegory in which mythic characters - giants, dwarfs,
ghosts - mingle freely with farmers, railroaders. and buffalo
hunters. Time in this novel is a kind of super-giant too,
holding the unfolding prairie drama in its outsized hands.
There are some problems. Geoffrey Ursell likes short
declarative sentences. And short paragraphs. And short
chapters. Why, then. does this novel seem so long? Mostly, I
think. it is wtighted down by implied signiticance. and thii is
exacerbated by the use of mythic language that leans on a
somewhat slender and repetitious vocabulary.
Nevertheless 1 can only admire Geoffray Ursell for his risktaking first novel and for the energy it promises. 0
new and
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One reads George F. Walker’s plays the way a scientist
studies bones. Details of structure are revealed
that on stage seem to happen at the speed of thought
Sly Tim

lil’ynne-Jones
nominated

rrvlce before: in 1977 for Zustrcazi and in 1981 for
Thtntre oftheFtim Noir. When Rick Salutin’s Lcs Gmadtens
beat out Zusfrozzi, Salutin said he would gladly give up the
prize money fo have his play still running; Criminals in Love is
the first play since Ihe inception of the award in 1972 still 10 be

TEN YEARS and as many plays later,
George F. Walker shows every sign of
living up to Gass’s enlhusiastic predie
lion. His latest work, Crimina~in Love,
has won the Chalmers Award for Canb
dian play of 1984. He has been
Gem-@F. Wk.?r

1

running at the time of irs announcement. As of mid-February.
more than 16,000 people have seen Ihe play. The houses are
growing. Piuingly, Crimin&is the opening feature for yet the
latesr location of Toronto’s peripatetic Factory The&e Lab,
where it all began For Walker I5 years ago.
Walker was driving cab af Ihe lime. Born in 1947, he had
been married since he was 18, and had a daughter, Renata. He
knew nothing abour play-wiling at the time but was intrigued
by a poster on a lamppost inviting submissions. Walker wrote
Prince o/ IV&S, which was mounted by Factory in 1572.
Naples indeed. For a guy who grew up in a working-class
Familyin east-end Toronto (and who still hates to wander far
from thsl part of town), it seems a bold move.
Many have followd. Walker has never been inhibited by
what one can or can’t write For the theatre. He reads widely
and voraciously. He didn’t go to unlversily, so he hasn’t been
told what one should or shouldn’t read or think. He is a
liwate writer and a cosmopolimn spirit. yet 8e hap by no
means rejected his working-class origin. On the contrary, to
this day he feels self-conscious about his career “in Ihe arts”
and his burgeoning success.
Walker and his second wife, SusanOPurdy, have just I*
turned From Sydney, Australia,
where Walker directed
Zastrozzi. They were both white-knuckle
flyers, but
somewhere over the Pacific they losr their fear. It’s just as
well. People in placesas near and Far as Sydney, Houston,
Halifax, and Glasgow- nor fo menrion New York-are
RIling theatresto seehis work and catch a glimpse of its author.
Walker remains, Lo the best OF his ability. a private man. In a
profile in ~fac/eon’s three years ago. he said: “Who can take
fame seriously in Lhe age oFPeople magazine?” Fame is time
consuming and he would rather work.
Walker seems to grow from strength tb strrnglh. honing his
skill and zeroing in on his demons with a singlemindedness
that comes from having Few distractions. He does not teach.
He does nol write for magazines. He does nol hopscotch the
country speaking ar conferences on Ihe arts. He writes plays
for the intimate stage.. Somelimes he directs plays, but only his
own. There was some movie talk once but it never got further
than Lhe lunch-at-thcCourtyarCaf8
stage. Struck by his
power of invention. I once asked Walker why he didn’ttry his
hand at writing a novel. He replied: “I haven’t used an adjeo
tive in years.”
In 1974 Ken Gass already believed Walker to be “probably
the wittiest and most thoroughly comic titer in Canada.”
The passing years have not blunted his wit. He is irrepressibly
funny and, wilhout compromising
the dark vision that
permeated his earlier works, has become increasin%y accessible. Once considered violenlly anti-naturalistic, his latest plays
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take place in a world all too recognizably our own.
All this has greatly broadened Walk&s appeal,

yet a
Walker play is not easy to watch. It moves along at an
unremitting pace. The dialogue is brisk (no adjectlva to bog it
down). Memorable moments whiz by, leaving viewers laughing
in the tall-wind, trying to catch their breath and the next line.
Episodes are strung together with a minimum of connective
tissue, and Walker isn’t much on intermissions. It would be
unthinkable for an actor to milk a moment in a Walker play.
The ideas come at the speed of thought, and they are not
always ideas one wants to deal with.
Although there is continuity to his work, it is not to be confused with sameness. No matter how recognizable the themes
me from play to play, or how familiar tbe faces on the stage,
we have mme to expect extraordinary characters to do uaexpeeted things in out-of-the-way placesz a desert. the heart of
the jungle, or Toronto’s esst end - in Walker’s hands these
are all equally foreign. Se&g Walker. no matter how entertaining it may be, ls not the whole picture. Reading Walker, on
the other hand, turns out to be not merely a supplement to the
staged works but a rewarding experience on its own.
PLAYIVR~OHTS
0x3)~ (now Playwrights Canada) has published
Walker in workman-lie editions from the start. although the
very early works only exist in archival copies. Talonbooks
included Ambush af Tefher’s End in its FactoryLab Anlhology. It’s a worthwhile colkctlon but not exactly an inviting
read. But in 1978 Coach House Press published a particularly
readable collection titled Three P/UJW,which included Bugdad
Saloon. Beyond Mozambique. and Ramona & fhe While
Sfayes. It was an admirable idea: the three plays represent a
distinguishable phase in Walker’s prolific career.
Tbe book now is in its third printing, though the print runs
have been small. Publishing plays is not a lucrative business.
Generally speaking, unless a play is taught on a university
course or appeals to a particular interest group, sales are slow.
But Walker is read. He is continually near the top on Playwrights’ royalty payments (Crfminafs in Love has just been
publlled). and Coach House has been satislied enough with
its own publication that it recently decided to bring out a so
cond colkctlcm.
The Power P&S is a natural combination of material.
Gas@, Filthy Rich, and The Art OJ War form a trilogy - the
complete misadventures to date of journalist/failed novelist/
private eye T.M. Power. The book’s value to Walker fans and
critics alike ls considerable. For one thing. it is unlikely that
many people have seen all these plays. The original Goss.@
came and went quickly. Although it has become one of
‘+alker’s most produced works it has not yet reappeared on
the Toronto stage. In the introduction to Three Plays Ken
Gas understates the situation when he says, “The publication
of these works leads a pmnanence to the transient nature of
their production history.”
The two paperback volumes in front of me have tke same
dark cover: actors faces lit up on an unseen stage. The type is
dropped out in white. On the back of each is a wallet-sized
photograph of the author. On the back of Power Walker’s
hair is shorter. He squares his shoulders toward the camera.
Half his face is in shadow. There is a deep cl&. between his
eyebrows not apparent on the younger face, but maybe it ls
just a rraction to the lights. There are no publicity blurbs on
the jacket, although good reviews are kglon by now. The
restraint seems significant. After all, the reviews are for performances: this ls a book.
It’s interesting to compare Bill Lane’s lntmductlon to The
Power Plays to Gas’s introduction of seven years earlier.
Lane addresses himself almost entirely to the plays - to
theme, to the wtral vision of the trilogy: “the battle betwczn
art and artlessness. . . in which true humanity is no match for

inhuman craft.” Gass tends to deal with the context in which
the plays were wltten. If Esnot inappropiate: the early Pao
tory Lab crowd were pioneers in what they perceived as a
cukural wasteland. One sensesfrom Gass’s introduction lhat
each of the early plays was a political act of defiance against
the hidebound nmuralism of the day.
There is, 1o be sure. nothing naturalisric about the Thug
F’/uJs. \Vall:er calls Bagdod Saloon a carloon, but each of the
earticr works is a kind of surrealcomic strip; they read like the
scien~v &don of LG. Ballard. Ballard has said there is only
one alien planet, the Earth. Walker mamons little bivouacs of
haumed humans on this alien bIanet aad then watches them go
about the task of surviving each in his or her own sordid way.
One attempts to survive with a certain mount of dig&y or,
failing that, some material success.
“I am a speculadve wrivriter.”Walker has said. He writes
\:irhou~ a map of where he is going - and without a net. These
are not v;hat Auden would call “feigned hll~orles.” The plays
take place in rbe secondary world of myth, of fairy-tale. In
Beyond h1oxmi6ique there are many references to a border
near Rocco’s jungle retreat. There is a lot of traffic and illicir
intercourse across this unseen frontier. If is, perhaps, the line
beween reality and the world of the play. It is not difficult Lo
ima& that somev!here not far from Bagdad Saloon, out in
the desert, in the wings, there is the rusted hulk of a Landing
pod. There is no mention of any such thing. The characters
gave up talking about it long before the pbxy began’. Escape,
salwIon, is not an option in Walker’s secondary world.
Survival is a prominenr theme la ThePowrPhiys, but now
the secondary world is vanquished. The Power Plays are
chillingly red ‘l”nneshavechanged. Theintroducdons lo these
wo volumes retlect the change. The politics no longer swirl
around the making of the plays. Politics are their essence.
Thumbing through his books I lake my time - somelhing
Walker is reluctant to let us do. There are photographs.
familiar Faces: David Bolt (who plays T.M. Power), Barbara
Gordon. Peter Blais, Susan Purdy, a delightfully malevolent
Steven Bush - some of the Walker irregulars. A collection of
plays is an osruary. These are skeletons.
A play on stage is an animate creature that struts amund
aad changes nightly. It acts differently in front of different
people. We read a play Ihe way an archaeologist reads bones.
By their size and shape we caa tell where a muscle originates
wealore moved. The joints are exposed; it is possible to tell
good idea of lhe size of brain that motivated the
its hour on the aage.
Details of sfrucrure that are invisible in a good production
occurred to me until now tbar %lke& plays almost always
begin in darkness: in shadows. a dry hard night, late evening,
jest before midnight, in a nightmare. . . Sunday in the dark
with George. These plays are vespertine like bats and some
flowxs. They seldom end in Light.
I recall a hilaribus scene from The Art of War. ILwas a kind
or rob&z yet animal dance betweeo the insidious Hackmao
and the appalling Karla. Reading the play, I look for thescene,
but h’s not in the Leaf. It was a piece of stage-craft invented by
the director - Walker - and the actors. David Pox and Diane
D’Aquila. This proves 1o be auspicious. Some very good plays
are a job to read. What is engaging action on stage is dlsmp
rive halici in a script. There is plenty of action in The Arl of
War. but it is dereribed with such economy as to be not aLall
distracting. This turns out to be true of Fil:hy Rich, though
nor of Gossio.
Meanwhile. something else has struck me. I remember roaring wirb laughter through The Art of War and yet being disappolnred wiiththe ending. Reading the play, it seems to end in

the only way possible My curiosiry whetted. I flip back to
oaaip.
“Who

killed Bitch Nelson?” says T.M. Power squinting
into the liits. Max 1977. The fhst anybody has seen of him.
Nol a v& prepo&essing figure. What% more, he doesn’t
really seem to care much about Bitch Nelson or anything else.
But Gossip is a murder mystew. whether Power Ilkes it or not.
And fmm the first line we know that he.musr find himself in
Lhe ndddle of it. Lane describes Power’s role as that of a
“reluclanr stage manager with a deep dislike for rhe cast -

Power is a ‘reluctant stage manager wlth a deep
distaste for the cast-setting
demented traps
for them, givfng them unlike1 scenes to play,
and puttmg outrageous wo rdy
s into their mouths’
play, and putting outrageous words into their mouths as he
forces them to perform for an audience of their peers.”
Gossip and Zastroazi were written in the same year. They
both adopt a popular genre - whodunit in the flit instance,
and Gothic melodrama in rhe ssond - and six Walker’s most
widely produced works. It was a lime when Walker was
reaching out for a larger audience. Goss.@% popularity
of rhe story is recognizable even if the d&is get
fuzzy - and they do. Multiple identitles proliferate bar it
doesn’t matter. The convenlions are all ln place, including the
compulsory golden-age-of-crime gathering of suspecu in rhe
fial act. Bul to what degree Go&p really is a straightforward
genre piece can be sscertalned by this summary a1 one point:
PO\VER:. . . Now what have we got w far. Pedro Puchinrky
mownem

does not exist. Argentina does not really exist. The copper
mine ls not suppored to e&t. And Phyllis La.?erMd Norman

Lewis were forced not to exist. Almost M existentialin’s
aopia, isn’tit9
WbodunitP Wdker. He has used the genre as a new setting
for his dark preoccupations. Our reluctant detective has
wormed his way into the heart of hi sociery and found it in
need of a triple by-pass. He can expect no reward for hi meddling, and gets none. He is left friendless and drinking.
There have been three detecdves in Walker’s work. Power is
Ihe most fully developed but all three operate in a twilight
world berween realltia. CbmnologicaIly, Power’s creation
come-s bewwn Inspector Cook, OUTtour-guide through the
nightmare world of Rumom? & rhe White Slows. and Inspec
tar CIair. our oae sowce of illumination in the nether worId of
TfxaIm o/ [he Film Noir. Power seems constantIy to be
involved in the dilemma of becoming part of the reaI wdrld, a
world he finds increaslnaly depraved.
In Fiif& Rio/z, Pmv&ias h&g since lost his job as investigative reporter and appears to have been drinking solidly since
scene nine of Gossip. He lives in a damp. He is trying to wite
a novel. He is neck deer, in the slouah of desoond and
Walker’s writing is never better than in conm&icadng
Power’s despair and his masochlltic delight in it.
ANNE:. . . Are you all right? (Powr /iffs air headslowly.)
POWEII:Death in the family.
ANNE: I’m sorry.
POWER:Yes you should be. It wm your family. (He /m&s,
poundsIhe ffptwriter.) Got you didn’tI. Teach ydu not to use
artiticial exprcssion?l of sympathy as a convaational tool.
Make you a more acceptable person in clrclu whae that kind
of thing is noticed. Mental health clinics. line ups for European films ANNB: Please shut up.
POWER:What?
ANNE: I have no idea what you’re t&b@ about.

POWER:Oh. Small joke. Bad taste. Difticult times. No money.
Evcrycnedying. Strangemood. And quite drunk tee.
No play - “o comedy - could survive the weight of
Power’s depression. Enter Jamie McLean. Jamie the
pragmatist. the opportunist, is the sump pump needed to suck
Power up out of the muck. ln Lane’s words, “his young
cynicism is both a perfect match and a perfect foil for Power’s
more well-aged bitterness.”
Greed is the centi image of Fillhy Rich. It is constantly
underlined in the wrangling. between Power and his ambitious
apprentice. An lrreverant Doctor Watson, Jamie helps to give

C”JalliQrhas armed the wealthy and powsrful
with the minds to jusPify fhemselves. Although
there is a lot of E-movie about the play,
Phey do not seem to be melodramatlo villains

us B better senseof Power. We also get B far better sent of the
“enany.” Walker has armed the wealthy and powerful with
the minds to justify themselves. They stand up well to the
scornful timdes of Power. Although there ls a lot of B-movie
about the play. they do not seem melodramatic villains. Their
dialogue with Power is taut, and not what one might call lambent wit. You stop. Betlea. These people may not be villains,
but they are deadly. In the end there is still no reward for
Power - except, perhaps, Jamie McLean. Power has B friend.
This is understood to be something of real bnportsnce.
With The Art qf Ww we get to fhe core of Walker’s concern, hinted at up until now. We begin in Gossip looking close-
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up at the fabric of the upper, ruling class. Gossip and NIIIOU~
arc see” to be the warp and woof of that shimmering cloth. In
Fill& Rich WCstew back and see the loom itself - moncv upon which the cl&h is woven. In the tinal play (extendi&the
maaphor to the tearing point) we are give” B” aerial shot of
the vast dark cloak being woven.
The Art 4/War was conunissioned by Simon &r
Univer-

heid in Aog&, 1982. It was t%t produced professlou& 6i
Paetory Theatre Lab at Toronto Workshop Productions in
1983. The antagonist, an aging general and former minister of
defcnce, has been made special adviser to the minister of
culture.. Hsckman is a maniac, or so Power believes. He sets
out to find what he ls up to. If Hacltman is B maniac, he is
compellingly lucid. Walker’s laconic style perfectly transmits
the man’s dccisiveney.
POWER:How did you cwpc.
KARLA: I ga mad. It’s easyif you ge! mad.
HACKMAN: She’s dgbt. Perhapsyou should try gating mad,
Mr. Power.
POWER:I am.
H-AN:
No. You’re indllnanr. You’re outraged. You just
don’t understanddo you. hr
is a weapon.Allowing you to
be brulal. Brulalily is another weapon.Allowing you to lake
acdon. In this way. you build yocr arsenal.Undl you havethe
uldmate weapon. Immorslky. Which allows you to take any
aclion in Mayway at any time. Immorality is a greatweapon.
And you don’t have it.
Nole the punctuation. The syntax makes Walker’s point. Subjects me separated from active modifiers. The man is liberated
from his action. This is a truly dangerous man.
When 1 saw The Art 01 War, I was hoping Power would
finally get his oats. But alone with the text, I know that it is
unreasonable for a man of principles to win over a ma” of
style. Style is ultimately what the play is about. Power hap
“one. Victory would be gratuitous; so would trcgedy. Walker.
believes that cynicism is just the other side of the coin from
foolish optimism, and here it is. “Don’t die,” says Hackman.
“It would be more interesring if you lived and we ma again.”
This is not simply B” invocation to thegod of sequels, but the
eonditlon in whiih we Livewhen we choose to pot ideals ahead
of more material wealth. “Don’t die,” says Jamic McLean for
entirely different motives. And Power answers. “I’m not dying. I’m just depressed.” Depressed is not to be sneered a. It
is enough that he is “ot destroyed.
t RECENTLYMEI Walker at a restaurant. He was dtinking cider
for a head cold in between numerous cups of coffee. We
talked about worrying. Power is just one of a long line of
Walker characters who worry too much. Does Walker worry
too much7
“Not too much. Just enough,” he said. “But the plays
worry. The plays share their anxiety with the audiice.”
“And we laugh?”
“The laughter comes as exhaust,” he said.
Exhaust and a kind of sclfdefenee, I now find myself thinking. We talked about readll the newspaper. Walker is obsesslve about reading newspapers. as many as he can.
“It keeps me alert.” he said. “Not being destroyed has
something to do with not b&oming irrclcvant.”
The Arf ofWur seems to have somahll
to do with reading
newspapers. The ultimate fear is always there, hanging over B
Walker play. The fear of obliteration. But the penultimate fear
we can war/r on. The penultimate fear ls in “ot knowing what
ls going on. Being left in the dark. So many of Walker’s plays
end in the dark. The lighting dircftions for The Arl d Wur
specify that the last scene ends a dawn. So the darkness has
bee.”moved along a little bit. That’s something to think about.
Something that flew by me when I sm” the play. Something I
picked up reading Walker. 0
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As poet, civil libertarian, and friend,
for F.R. Scott (1899-1985) nothing was ever good
enough if it could have been better
Ey Ralph

Oustafson

N 1959 WHENeverybody poured
into our small apartment on 168th
Street in New York City after the
first group reading by Canadian
poets put on by the YMHA at
Lexington Avenue -Frank Scott
and Irving Layton and Leonard
Cohen wilh cohorts Ron Everson
and Jack McClelland and Jonathan Williams and CBC engineers
- how the liquid refreshment
rent! How the small apartment
creaked! (Wellaway, we were happy!) I
thought the reading was great and historic. 1 asked Frank what he thought.
“Could have been better.” said Frank.
“They could have listened better.” With
that he settled down, went to sleep. I
have a snapshot of him asleep in that
deep leather chair he sat in, like Ckopstra (not exactly) on her barge. That
was that. The United States could have
listened better.
Everything had to be better with
Frank Scott: the poem just written could
be better; the bird-feeder at the end of
the verandah to his cottageoverlobking
Lake Massawippi at North Hatky in
Quebec’s Eastern Townships, which
Frank dearly loved to the end of his exis-

tence - the bird-feeder could have been
better, the squirrels outwitted; the laws
of Canada could be better so that the
poor need not be poor; the hut up Lake
Massawippi that no one knew about exkept every poet in’canads (but who
couldn’t get to it without being better)
- the prop could be counterbalanced
with an old railroad tie (if he had one) so
that the wooden terrace and hut
wouldn’t slide toward the lake after
every winter. Frank Scott wanted the
spirit of man to be better. Good was
comparative. Well enough wasn’t
enough for Frank.

Those
lines I wrote long ago, for a
book dedicated to him and Marian, his
ever-devoted wife and painter and helpmeet and chef of those roasts of lamb at
their summer place in North Hatley
whenever I and my wife Betty went up
(Frank’s house is on one level higher
than mine above the Magog Road and a
little northward of us). Frank was

always after the real; he felt that the
truth is always the best way to improvement.
The only time I ever saw Frank nonplussed by anything from Jehovah
(which he wdl witnessed, you remember?) to a red stoplight (which, using his
gIass eye, he often drove right through)
was the time Frank tried to open a bottle
of wine to go with the mast of lamb. He
used the latest reality - 8 sort of neotechnical device that when applied to the
cork of a bottle (by insertion of a needle,
I suppose) lifted the cork serenely fmm
the bottleneck. Used by Flank, the bottom blew oif. He did not think the lap of
his trousers comic. We did. We stayed
solemn, though. Frank liked to be in
control. Some time later, we were out
together in Montreal to something.
(Poetry somewhere? Music at the Place
da Arts?) Frank couldn’t open his own
front door. He wouldn’t let Marian try.
This was at 451 Clarke Avenue, Westmount. We waited. Then, daring even
Frank’s expertise, Betty said, “Let me
try, Frank.” 1 don’t know what made
Prank concede the bunch of keys (but
then, his admiration for Betty, a nurse,
and an Order of Nurses of Quebec dele
gate. and an expert on ktting Frank
know when the ice on LaM Massawippi
would go out so he could get his cottage
plumbing laid on, was unwavering).
Betty opened the front door with one
hvist. I remember those times when
Frank ceased to pay attention.
But a man of horizons was Frank even
when he already stood on one. He trod
on the future. Horizons were what he
liked - those with the sun coming up,
espechdly when everyone said it wasn’t.
Like Nelson with /I& glass eye. Frank
saw what he saw. It was an unsentimental sun he saw, one that had to rise just
right, caustically, in place. as it should
be, noble but practical, not too over;
done so that you just sat in it, not too
familiar for surprises.
I have seen- Rank cut down everextension and pretension Likea steel trap
-that mind of his, the judgement snap
ping shut Iike a steel trap, not against
unconsidered trifles but appmachcr of

___..--

considerubleness, if the minute wasn’t
right for him. He was at the centre of the
horizon and no nonsense about it.
Sometimes, he would move off-ccntre if
his volt and pun were adequately appreciated. But not often. And not if bad
poetry ras concerned, erpecially poetry
that was not native to itself. He was
ruthless amid alien corn.
I remember January 8. 1966. We all
v:an back to Frank’s place on Clarke
Avenue. What was the occasion? A National Film Board sh&ing? That film
about Leonard Cohen? Does that date
fir? We vxre Buffy Glasoeo; Eldon Grier
and Sylvia, painter; Louis Dudek and
.4ilcen Collins, former editor of CIVh:
Al Purdy; Irving Layton and Aviva;
Doug Jones; Betty. who remembers
detailsmore vivid than I. What a concatenation of poets and privacies1Frank in
his otange-upholstad chair and with
mecrrchaum pipe. Al thinty and Doug.
Leonard Cohen and his friend joined us.
“The greatest poet ib North America
is Rob D&m,” said Leonard. An offering due rapect. Prank wanted the evidcnee. HE went out (some music shop
MS open nearby. though it was well into
night when the pronouncement was presenwl). He came back and played the
evidence. Dylan was terribly popular at
the time. The world was changin& so

Thj%Il trigcay
of G..Xbmws

hnarwria hl. Shkilnyk

fbewxd

Dylan said. “Eight Canadian dollars,”
Frank said (I think it must have been
about eight for the record), “for an
American clich6.”
He undid padlocks, he made the
Quebec government’give in, he knew
what a poem was.
Iv0110nly
if IllisIn1111
k
God k.
I once wrote.
All right. Just human. If he was
austere on his horizon. he forever confounded the austerity. I once accused
Frank of being a romantic (that is. a
man Of sensatlonsl nearness). 1 say “BP
cuscd” because everyone else declared
him guilty of not loving intimacy. What
of that poem of the little “Girl Running
Down Hill” Frank wrote?
All o/u

sudden my world grrve wny
USshe pulled me into herJt?ld of

force...

Oh come oh mme sang the old lo the
yovng
01 her eya ame glowing in sndks and
curk

and our,w

hurrah
humh

Sure.

he w~?ipoetic, Prank told me, in

effect.

nm mea&d

by Kai E&son
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Simple enough. Poetry is the -saving
grace. To the end, dying on ClarkeAxeme. Frank thought of himself fust as a
poet. The poem was the thing - the
essential instrument for adjustment to peace or liberty or comedy or whatever it is that is good. I can hear Canadii censorship tumbling down 21 years
ago. Frank on his feet in Arthur Smith’s
parlour in his cottage on Drummond
Point, Lake Memphramagog, Buffy
Glassco giggling on the sofa, Prank
nasaling (the proper word) “A Lass in
Wonderland.” revivifying Lady Chatterlcy from Jansensist pantomime:

I ran

hear him lhii

minute read hii

poems, each syllable enunciated with
care and sensitive accent until the very
fact of heating bim made you part of the
imaginarive process of the creating. It
was the moment as it should be, that
mubmg “alone on Amrat,” as Frank
did; that watching the purpose in cell
and galaxy, the glory of the life&rust,
until we should grow to one world
through enlargement of wonder. It is all
there, in Frank’s poems. 0

‘I write because I have always written,
said Marian Engel (1933-1995) shortly before her death.
‘I try again because I don’t know what else to do’

Ey Timothy Findley
CECXDED. yet. what my
adventure ls going to be.” These
\?ere among the last words recorded by Marian Engcl, in an intaview with Peter Gzowvski in
October,
1984, four months
before she died. She was speaking
of the various adventures she had
bee” watching her friends underlake in the ‘*last half’ of their
lives: advemures for those over 50
- people whose children had
grow” up, whose relationships wcrc
altering shape. whose obligations and
yllbitions were taking off in “cw dircctions. People who faced, in other words,
plain old middle-age. They were also the
adventures of lhose who had gained
their maturity -who could now, by virtue of haviy made mistakes and learned
their lessons, take a second look at life
tmd say: “These arc the things I really
want to do in the time remaining,” and
“These are the chances I’m willing to
rake.”
Life after 50 was limited for Marian
Engel - and she knew it. She had
knov:” it would be limited for a number

of years. having made the diicovery that
cancer had invaded her body shortly
after she returned from her stint BE
writer-in-residence at the University of
Alberta in 1979. But if life was tu be
Ihulted, Marlan’s sense of adventure and
her need for it were not. They were limitless. It was after the discovery of the
cancer, for instance, that she set out to
research The Islands of Canada, her
“coffeetable book.” published by Hurtlg in 1981. This research entailed an
immense amount of travel, some of it
under diffi&lt circumstances - but the
adventure of it all, the travel, the
discovery of “ew places, and the meeting
of new people meant a great deal to her.
It was also an adventure that gave her a
chance to share new things with her
children, one or both of whom acccmpanied her on some of her island
journeys.
Becau~ of her father’s work, (he was
a teacher of auto mechanics, kept on the
move because of the Depression), much
of Marian Engel’s early life was spent as
a nomad. But not a” unhappy one. The
effect of living in many different places
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seam to have galvanized her imagine
tion - and, as all incipient artists will,
she watched and she listened and she
took life in with relish. Born in Toronto
in 1933, shq lived out her childhood in a
variety of towns and cities in southwestern Ontaio.
Such places as Oak,
Sarnla, and Goderich all turn up one
way or another in her fictions - melded
and given other names - but the essence
of a kind of town emerges. unique M
Southern Ontario.
Her portmlts of these towns arc
always vital, caring, and honest to the
last degree. Their streets. their stores,
their restaurants and beauty salons, their
houses and their lawns, their sidewalks
and the people walking there are drawn
with the sort of casual exactness that
only comer when the subject is part of
the writer’s personal background. The
air of rcscarch is altogether absent. This
Is what might be called blood-wiring when the delails rise to the page as
effortless and uncontmlled
as heartbeats.
But nothing Marian wrote muld even
remotely be called slmplistlc: nothing
was innocent of complexity, of whole
“as. She ncvee fudged the “egstives of
places or of people, because she knew
the power of the negative to influence
the line a person’s life would follow. The
leading figures in Maian Eugel’s books
rarely lived in these towns of hers, but
they were always returning to them,
either in fact or in thought. Her
characters slways kept in touch with the
,past - with where they had come from,
the good and the bad of it - and this
was one of the salient factors that @Ve
her
characters
their edge.
Matian graduated from McMaster
University in ,195s. then went o* Lo
McGill, where she wrote her master’s
thesis under the supervision of HGh
MacLe”“an. Its subJect was TbeEnglish
Canadian Novel Since 1939, and the
conclusion - both amusing and lmnie
- ls unavoidable: all subsequent theses
ou this subject will, of uccessity, give a
central place to the novels of Maria”
Bugel. Her relationship with MaeLen“an was a good one, both as a student
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and friend; “healthy,” because it made
mom for more than one philosophy.
Receptive,
amused,
argumentative,
mutually respectful, and enlarging, it
lasted until her death.
Following
her graduation
from
McGill, Marian took a teaching post in
Missoula, at Montana State University,
bat this adventure en&d after a par
because she was not prepared to waste
her energies on &z internal politics of
her department. She was interested in
teaching and in writing: she was devoted
to her students, but had no devotion
whatsoever to the politics of who got to
sit at the Mapw’s right hand at higb
table.
Other teaching jobs ultimately led her
to Europe. where she spent some time in
the Balearlc Islands (on Ibiza), the South
of Franc (at A.&en-Proveme), and in
London, Paris, and Cyprus. It was during this period that her marriage to
Howard Engel took place, and most of
her subsequent travels in Europe were
geared to Howard’s assignments with
the CBC. It was also during tbis period
-the Iate I9SOs and early 19609 - that
Marian began .to write her novels.
She had written before, of course,
having pretty well always known she
ranted to be a writer. In fact, by 1954
she had already published a number of
stories (under
her maiden
name.
Passmore) in magazines such as Scvcnteen and hIcGill’s The Muse. Her early
novels went unpublished, and it was not
until her return to Canada that her
novel-writing established its own voice
and began to find a serious audience.

For a wtile Madan’s trawls wcrc
owr. and she and Howard Engel settled
dew to life in Toronto and the raising
of a family. Twins - Willii and Charlotte ewe born in 1964, and it was
shortly after this that Marian began to
“noodle around,” as she said, with the
ideas and the pages that would bcmme
her linst novel, No Clouds 4, 010~

(196s).
The decade of the ’70s was perhaps
the most vital of hgarian Engel’s life. It
began auspiciously, with the publication
of her second novel - and one of her
best - 77~ Honeyman Festival, followcd in 1973 by tbc founding of the
Writers’ Union of Canada. in which she
played a central role. It was a perilous
time for Canadian writers. To begin
with, our numbers wcrc swelling and this
meant more and more voices had M be
heard. At the same time, our publishing
houses wrc being taken over - or
threatened - by outside interests. Contracts were hard to come by, and the
terms by v:hicb they were governed wcrc
not, on the whole, in the writer’s intcrest.
Culturally, ou.’ country was on the

vcrgc of a r&w and powerful flowering.
these words about her state of mind:
On the otha hand, it was also oi the
Time has done some work. We shall see
verge of being swallowed whole. Lack of
if it is good or ill thst hss been pmdw
funding, ladt of protective tights, lack
ed. if impaticacc has been rcplaccd by
wisdom, and lack of energy replsccd by
of j, collcctivc focus threatened to cat us
richness. Anything could hsppca. I
down at the very moment when wc were
wrhc because I have always wrktea. I
learning M stand on our own. It was in
try againbecaur I don’t knowwhsteke
tbll moment lhat Marian Engel. Gmcmc
to do. ILb both a trial snd s joy.
Gibson, and a handful of others gave arIn July, Marian’s last book of stories
ticulalion to these pmblcms and the
will be published in Penguin’s Short FlcWriters’ Union began to take shape.
lion Series. It is called The Tattooed
Marian Engcl’s v&c was central among .
Woman. And it is wonderful. 0
those that hammered out the collective
means by which these pmblcms could be
solved. She was cl&cd the union’s first
chairman at the inaugural meeting in
Ottawa.
The ’70s also saw Marlan’s seoaration

and divorce from Howard En&, and
this meant a whole new way of life. Her
children stayed with her - and this
meant that Marian faced all the compllcatcd problems of becoming a single
parent. The housing. feeding, and
schooling of her family were to remain
her central conccrns until she died. But
she was also concerned that she should
achieve these things excluslvcly by means
of her writing. That she succeeded was a
triumph.
Writers, not only in Canada, have a
hard enough time just getting by on their
owt~ But we do have extraordinary
~owccs, because the whole fild of
writing can be open to us. Joumaliim,
criticism and writing for radio all played
a part in this period of Marian’s iifc; as
well as teaching. Having lost a house she
particularly
loved on Brunswick
Avenue, in Toronto - she subsequently
bought another. which she came to low
as much, on Msrchtnount Road.
It was also during this time that she
wrote her last novels: Bear, Joanne. The
Glassy Sea, and Lunalic Villas. When
she died, she was working on yet anotha
project - a single novel that was tuming, almost against her will, into three
separate books.

Matian Engcl gained many honours in
her life: a Govcmor General’s Award.
the City of Toronto Book Award and.
latterly; the Order of Canada. Bui
greater honours than these, perhaps,
were -and contbtue to be - bestowed
upon her by thou who knew and loved
her. These have to do. unavoidably,
with the way in which she faced and &ti
durcd her lllncss - the immincncc of her
death and death itself. I can think of no
greater example of quiet comagc in the
faa of more or less constant pain and of
the dcspcrate sense of losing Life in a
moment of creative resurgence.
Marlan died with a tccmbtg brain and
a whole world of writing Left to do. She
died, in effect, with her pen ln her hand
and her notebook on her knee. About a
par before this death, she had written

A nation
divided
By Marfr Czameckl

Major Plays of the Canadlan Thcatrc.
1934-1984, edited by Richard Perkyns,
Irwin Publishing, 742 pages, $24.95
paper (LSBN0 7725 150016).
THIS CCLL.i%TION helps

fill a huge gap,
not just on college reading lists but in

Canada’s thcatrc consciousness. In fact,
that gap now is crammed to bursting
with the recent publication of two otha
greatest-hits anthologies. Jerry Wasserman’s Modern Canadian Plays (Talonbooks) and Richard Plant’s Modern
Canadian Dmma (Penguin). Previous
anthologies have been far more cornprehensive than sclcctivc.
Omissions are the favourlte ammunitimt when shooting down editors of anthologies, and Richard Perkyns, a scmipmfcssicmal tbcatrc dbxctor in Halifax
and drama professor at St. Mary’s University, barely swvlva an initial fusillade. The hard fact is that the following
major Canadian playwrights arc not
rcprcsentcd at all: Marccl Dub&, David
Fcnnsrio, W.O. Mitchell, John Murrcll,
George Ryga, Michcl Tmmblay, and
George F. Walker. In his defence.
Pcrkyns claims to have unearthed
several buried treasures: Herman
Voaden’s Hill-Land (1934). Robertson
Davies’s AI My Heart’s Con (19!0),
Gwen Pharis Ringwood’s trilogy Drum
Song (1959-1981),Aviva Ravel’s Dkparsesed (1977) and James Rcaney’s The
Canadian Bmthers (1983) - each of
which has only b&n pmduccd‘oncc on
stage.
These plays certainly do not deserve
obscurity. But their absence from the
staec does indicate the sham division in
knowledge and prefer&c
between
thcatre academics and pmfcssionals.
The Globe and Mail recently conducted
a poll of seven professionals and two
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academics, asking them which Canadifin
plays deserved revivals; of the 43 plays
mentioned, only three am among the 12
in this anthology.
Perkyns clearly has a lot of explaining
to do. but hi choices shed considerable
light on several t~ically Canadian perspectives regarding theatre and culture
in general. First off, Afaior Plays is
aimed at teachers of Canadian drama -’
certainly at the university level, possibly
in high schools in those provinces
tolerant of the fact that, as Perkyos
primly puts it, “four-letter words seem
;I=;.,,
obligatory
in contemporary
Since education is a provincial jurisdiction,
regionalism
has been the
editor’s fundamental criterion. AU of
Ctmad~‘s main geographic regions except the Far North are represented. Further reflecting the ancieot animosity of
hinterland toward heartland, only four
plays take place in a major II ban centre
- and in each case, the pa rt/ cular viewpoinl has its own “regionality.” Ravel’s
Dkpossessed is a rich poetic drama
about orthodox Montreal Jews; David
French’s Of fhe fields. L&/y (1973)
portray6 a Newfoundland
family in
Toronto; John Herbert’s Fortune and
Men’s Eyes (1968) is set in a reformatory; and Gratien G&nas’s BousiSe and
fhe JUSI (1961), though set in Montreal,
incarnates Duplessisme io a malevolent
family of small-town bigshots.
The plays are not diminished because
they are “regional” in all the senses implied above. Quality control does not
absolutely demand that such an anthology include smnes from Toronto life

- afterall, the city’s most successfol
playwright, George F. Walker, inhabits
the regions of his own bizarre imagination, and in any case has built his repotation elsewhere.
But the egalitarian
tendencies of
wionalism
when applied to Canadian
cultural politica always run agmund on
the hard rack of Quebec. Whatever differences exist among Canada’s regions.
none is as significant as the distinction
between Quebec and the rest. Omitting
Tremblay from such an anthology is ab
sunI, and Perkyns should have contioed
his brief to Boglisb Canada. at the risk
of appting
less than comprehensive.
Covering the territory has definitely
been his major concern: the book is wellequipped with a historical overview of
Canadian theatn, critical introductions
to the plays as well as biogmphia and
bibliographies for the playwrights. The
textual annotations are quirky at best.
Do “Wops” and “Kikes” really need
explaining? And in what Bacchanalian
country (surely not Canada) does the
phmse?get her jollies” necessarily mean
“orgasm”?
But .Perkyns has cart hi net across
time as well as space, and six of the plays
also deal with historical subjects. In emphasizing the diversity of his material, he
makes * revealing statement; hi. introduction, he says, “helps to show how
Canadian dramatists bec+me so concerned about the need to portray the
infinite variety of their homeland.”
That “need” is in fact his alone - playwrights need to write about what they
know. feel, and dream. It is critics who
then arrange the products along any axis

“This remarkable theatre, Identified as a home for
lhe best in new Canadlnn drama”
-&nuhatn
Nsws. October, I9S4

they want - and one of them, in the
case of a regional-historical editor like
Perkyns. portrays “iofmite variety.”
Furthermore, as an academic, Perkyns is
much more likely to view Canadian
drama as classic literature than 80 artistic director who is more co&med
with what will succeed - artistically or
fmancially - on the stage..
In an ideal world. academics and pm- 1
fessionals would be in close contact, exchanging suggestions and scripts. In
fact, the few existing dramaturges in
Canadian theatres spend most of their
time reading new saipts from the mails.
But classics are made, not just born. and
government subsidies have not been earmarked for the specific purpose of helping dmmaturgea develop them by reviving old plays that might themselves
improve in the process and also inseminate the imaginations of cootemporary
playwrights.
And because
govermtwu increasingly urges theares
to make money in the short run. the opportunities for making r&l money in the
long ran from gradually evolved classics
is even further diminished.
The d&junction betweeo what the academics know and what the professionals
actually stage has therefore grown
slxmingly
in the past decade. .As s
result, the most recent importnot plays
by Reaoey and Ringwood (who died last
year at the age of 74 after a lifetime in
the theatre), were not produced by professional thestres but by university
drama departments: Ringwood’s Drum
Song *t the University of Victoria in
1982, Reaney’s me Canadian BmIhets
at the University of Calgary in 1983.
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Reaney’s case is especially telling. I-Us
Donnelly trilogy in the mid-1970s was
both a” arlistic and critical success, co”firming his smt”s &5a leading Canadian
dmmatisr. But because large, established
theawes rake fewer and fe\ver d&s. his
epic experiments in blendll myth,
rhud, and hllbxy now have to be carried on without the more stringent
eriieria that professional stsging imposes
on “ew work.
Perkyns has made a” apparenrly
quirky choice by including Brothers over
the Donnelly frilogy. Bur hi claim that
it not only represents a milesrone in
Realey’s personal evOh”lon as a playvxight but marks the maturing of a”
identifiably Canadian theatrical Imdilion going back Lo Voaden is entirely
justified. Brothers leaps off rhe page as a
manifest classic. Located in a demlled
historical setting (the War of 1812). the
intricaie mylhical plot, magically Inwnlive staging,
and quicksilver
characrerizado” combine to make it a
lranscendeni work of pure imagination.
Brothers has one fatal flaw, however
- it is inmmprehasible without a
thorough explanation of the characlers’
genealogies and the events of Ihe War of
1812. Quite “napologe.tlcalIy, Perkyns
s”gge¶s reading Cohn Richardson’s
novel on which the play is based. (Imagine that advice in the program notes to
a professional production!) By co”ua.u,
the demands of staging the Donnelly
trilo,- pmfesslonalIy meani ihat each
section was comprehensible in itself, yet
Ihe whole was still greater than the mm
of its parn. Perkyns has stuck his neck
out far with Reaney’s play in order to
make a point about the evolution of
&radian dranm - too far, perhaps.
since it seems clear that if trends in
Canadian professional theare continue
this play may “ever realize its classic
potential.
To D lesser extent, most of ihe olher
plays in the anthology fall in the same
category. They all have the polential for
greatness - and they alI need work.
Polishing promising dramas into classics
is a mandate for B national theatre in the
cultural, not political sense-but .%a&
ford, Cad’s
closest appmximation, ls
devoted to somebody else’s playwrighr.
According fo the Canada Council, indeed, a “adonal rheatre in Canada is a”
impossibilhy, given the country’s rooted
re_ciwaJism. But an anthology such as
thw o”e. based o” the dogma of
regionalism, shows that regionalism as
a” end in hself only radonallzes an insecure provbxidirm. Works like Drum
Song and The Canadian Brothers are
not merely paa of an infinite variety bur
vmieries of the infinite imagination
toward which all plaF@hts, a mari
usque ad mare, aspire. 0

cmme, reviled by the Trooper: “(hoarse
with hat&) Son of a bitch! God damn

Makimg
connecZions
By Carol Boll
The Pengtd” Book of Modern Can”dia” Drama. edited bv Richard Plant.
Penguin, 904 pages, Sli.95 paper (ISBi
0 14 048188 5).
IN ONEoP my favourite moments fmm
Richard Plant’s anthology, we are
seared at Mackenzie King’s death bed.
The play is Rexyt, by Alla” SLratton. We
watch King sustained and encouraged by
exhortations fmm his mother and his
grandfather and reminders Lhat he will,
after all, soo” be joining hi lhtie dog
Pal in Heaven. I thought I knew more
than I wanted to know about Mother
and Pal, but SlraUo” paces all the
familiar elements of Ihe King mylh with
such confidence and assum”& that eve”
as we, his audience, are happily congrab
“ladng ourselves on recognizing Ihe
cliche, we’re forced beyond that recognition to an undersrandine of what those
cliches must have mea”; fo Mackende
King and how we might be influenced by
things Elisilly asXhe ghosts of dead dogs
wonderfully comic and sad that reading
the text can send shivers up the spine.
SlmUo” is a young man (he’s 33) who
trained at Stratford as an actor. Slrat
ton’s professional background and the
earlier acting and directins experience of
playwright Sharon Pollock provide two
of the very rare connedions to rhe Canadian iheatdcal history sketched affee
tionetdy in Herbert Whittaker’s preface
to this volume. Whittaker regrets what
he calls “our Canadian irlck of labelling
every miles&e the first one,” and
recalls Ihe Dominion Drama Festival,
the Montreal Repertory, “political
burlesques, garrison japes and native
rhusls.” but at least in respect to rhii
collection, his argument is unconvino
ing.
The mosl striking thing about the
plays in the first parl of this anthology is
Ihe ovemhelming and extraordinary
loneliness of Ihe central f@ures. They
make so few conneciions - to their
pasts or 1o their futures.
“I never did get any closer fo my
father,” David French’s protagonist
runinds us at the close of Of the Flei&
Lately. “Tom will be alone, bul you’ll
be more alone. B&eve me, I know,” ir
the warning at the end of David Free
man’s runarkable play, Creeps. Louis
Riel in John Couker’s Riel is dead; of

son of a bitchl” We last see George
Ryga’s India” (in the t&vIsio” play, Indian) alone on the slage. He’s “tmmbling with fury,” as is the young prisrmer
SmiUy in John Herbert’s powerful Portune and Men’s &ye% I” perhaps the
blackest of these plays. William Fruet’s
Weddiw in White, the final images
from Sandy and Jeannie’s wedding night
give us a” almost terrifying sense of
is&do”. The thought of any kind of
human contact seas hopeless.
If is “or ““Ii1 James Reaney’s Handcyffs, first performed in 1973, that a
playwright abandons these bleak,
despairing images 10give us any sense of
a fulum or revemnce for a past. At the
end of Reaney’s beautiful play we’re
told, “We should feel that around the
Donnet& farmyard lies a big feld of
wheat readyforbarwt,”
and Bob Don-

nelly says: “They told M it was the remains of my father. I knelt down and
picked up his heart.”
In the rest of the plays - which Plant
has selecled as represatative of dnuna
in Lhe last 10 years - our heroes and
heroines are consistently willing to affirm Lhevalue of their e.xJs&ence.
“I will
be remembered” says Smlton’s JZ-.
“To us, Lo all of us and to Canada,”
says Diana in Ihe bittersweet conclusion
of Margaret Hollingsworlh’s very
touching Ever Loving. “We’ll be
bagethe? Rachel Lells Reuben in the
warm and funny Garage Sale by Gwen
Pharis Rmgwood.
These are characlers of a new complexity. They cm? act and take responsibil$y for their actions. They don’t have
to be victims. Look at the c~nclnsion of
Pollock’s sophisdcated retelling of the
Lizzie Borden story, Blood Relations:
THE Am
Lizzie. @he mkes the
hg-hetfmm Mia Ltzzte.J Link. you

MlsSUZzZ I didn’t. f.%epu&rhe hackt 011the tnbk.) You did.
These are characters with “ew complexities and new possibilides, wonderfully illustrated in George Walker’s .
savage, comic, passionare Art of War,
which ends this volume
POwER:We have to do baler in the
fumre. Promiseme next time you tie
someone up you’ll do it properly.
JAMLE:
I pmmisc
POWER:
And I promisenexttime I go u)
war I’ll win.
. Or aL least try to
breakeve”. I’mdred of losing.II’sso
. . . depressing.
Perhaps the only playwright ill-served
by this mllection is George Ryga. The
adaptation of the short television play
Indian for rhe stage is not alrogether s”up
cessful, and though the character of the
“““amed Indian is developed, his oppo-

sltion - Watson, his boss, and the
a”onynm”s Agenr - are cUbOUtpapar
@ers. The Ecskxy of Rita Joe belongs
with ihe rest of these tine plays.
Bur there are., we hope, collecdons to
follow Modern Canadian Drama.

Volume 1. There have to be. Editor
Plant speaks in his introduction of the
Canadian history of docudran?a and colleclive creation as the subject of an anthology unto itself, and of coarse this
volume is concernedonly with drama in

English and includes no plays fmm
Quebec.
Perhaps this book is yel another “lb%
milestone” then, but it seems to me to be
one from which we could, if we cared to,
see much further than we used to. 0

Four recently staged s&ipts reflect
their fled ling pla wrights’ varying attempts
at master Bng the J emands

of their craft

Voiceless People, by Marco Micone,
translnled from the Preach by Mamizia
Binda. Guemica Editions, 92 pages.
$19.95 cloth (ISBN 0 919349 44 7) and
$7.95 paper (ISBN 0 91934943 9).
White Blling Dog, by Judith Thompson, Playwights Canada, 108 pages.
$4.95 paper (ISBN 0 88754 369 3).
Playing the Fool, by Alan Hibbert.
Playvxighfs Canada, 61 pages, $3.50
paper (ISBN 0 88754 370 7).
Ceometrv. bv Rachel WvatL Plavwrights C&da; 74 pages, $3.56 pap&
IISBN 0 58754 347 2).

WATT

A PLEA by Zio,

an

old Italian

immigrant in Marco Mifone’s Voice/es
People(originally in French Ler Gens du
Silent). If Zio were wivithus in the
audience he would see VoicelessPeople

answering his request as Ihe play
sketches the experiences of an immigrant
named Antonio, from his leaving Italy
and sertling in Montreal to later years
when his children are young adults.
Much of whahpt
we see merely confirms
what we already know of immigrant life:
longing letters to and from a wife and
family in Italy. linding >vork as a bricklayer, saving money. friction with
English-speaking bosses, resentment
from i Canudesifiancesi for stealing
their jobs, trouble with separatism,
language rights, and the church; in
short. the problems of being a member
of a doubly oppressed minorhy.
These are compounded as Anlonio’s
children are assimilated into French
society, getting ahead at the same time
that rhey’become painfully aware of the
“hidden brutalities” of their disadvantaged position. As Nancy, his daughter,
says:
Gina. I leach Leenagers who all have
Italian names and who have one cubure,
that of silence. Silence about the pea-
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worker. An immignm father is ksr
than a father. An immigrant husband is

ram origin of their parents. Silence
aboul the manipulalion they’re vicdms
of. Silence about the reasons for their
silence. . . .
we mustlqmce the adlUre 0r Ijkna
by immigranl cullure, so that the peasant in us stands up. so that the immigrant in us remembers. and so lhaf Ihe
Qugbecois in us can start 10 Ilve.

Ias than a husband. My house had to be
big Lo contain all my dreams. II had Lo
be beautiful like Anna on our wedding
day. II had 10 be warm like Nancy when
she was still Annunzla~~ For an immigrant a hopse is mm-e than a house. . . .
When you feel Ihe eanh tremble under
your feel. when anxiety never slop suffocating you. when your cnunlry and
your family have abandoned you, then il

The children’s atlempts to escape the
&da& Antonio - isoiawd. troubled
by feelings of inferiority and purposelessness.
The weight of Miwme’s own expetieace as an Italian immigrant in Momreal since 1958gives his writing a strong
emotional charge. Although in Lheearly
scenes his vehemence is restrained, it
finally explodes inlo fierce and vitriolic
conflicts. Anhxdo’s wife, Anna, attacks
him:
Look at me. When i’m not working to
pay off this house, I’m working at
cleaning il. We don? even allow ours&a u) live in it. We live in the base.
ment like moles. because we made a

museumout or the ground floor. . . .
I’m afraid, Antonio, I’m afraid of
only livingjust long enough 10 linish
paying off the house, like Chrisdna. like
Rossa or like Anloniella.

Nancy joins in, accusing her father of
providing Gino, the male heir; with a
belter chance ln life. She lashes out in
support of her mother:
Stop thinking you’re rich because you
own a house. The only thing Mamadid

for the past twenty years wassupervise
the poverty, this whitebrickcrypt where
the only time there’slife is whenthere’s
sn argument,and the only brave deeds
are your sacrilices.
However, we also come Lo shark
Anlonios anguish, caught belwveenhis
traditional, old-world values and his
identity as sn exploiled immigrant:
The lighting lntens~i 011Antonio.
whoistraW’iwr.?dand looks as though
in 12tmnce.

An immigrant worker is less than a
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house is much more than a house.
The play ends amid this raging battle,
as if Micone sees no possible resolution
of the hosdlity. Instead, there is merely a
pause. then the final line., an ironic echo
of the opening of the play, spoken by
Zio, always outside the action: “Don’t
cry. Anna. Your Antonio is not going to
prison, he’s goiw to America.”
As you have likely sensed. Ihe strength
of the olav is not in its wm&.xitv bar in
the d&c&s
and force &h \;hich it
reveals the anguish of immigrant life. Its
style is episodic; it leans toward the onedimensional and toward a presentational
mode. all of which aid ln -&pressing the
playwright’s outrage - a furioug cry
that shatters the immigrant silence.;
A reader may feel he cmnes too suddenly upon the emotional outbursls at
the end, since Ihe early scenes are largely
occupied with illustrating Ihe different
forces acting on Antonio. Only the last
two scenes hold truly powerful conflict
as the tensions forge together, happing
Antonio within.hls volatile family rrlatianships. A sensitive staging, how..,
wuld pick out the undercurrents plan&
throughout the muted early scenes. and
allow a natural growth of the dramatic
tension inlo its final explosion. Par a
young dramatist (this appears Lo be his
first professionally staged play). Mlwne
writes with sureness of waft.
Judith Thompson is also a relarively
young writer whose firsi play, The
Cmckwalker, showed notable promise.
Her second professionally staged work,
White Biring Dog, is as laudably ambi-
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tious as it is stylistically removed from
T/u Cracfxall~er or Voicelm People.
Carols Corbeil has written in the Globe
and Mail of While Bifing Dog’s
“orgiastic and poetic” qualltics, and of

Thompson’s attempt to ascape the confinement of a realistic mode, ponibly of
the kind she used in The Crackwalker.
And to be sure, the play moves from one
metaphor to another in a string of
densely packed images apparently meant
to illuminate the characters and action.
(Howvcr, Thompson surely cannot
mean for the characters and action to be
as self-consciou+ symbolic as they
seem.)
The imaginative nature of the play is
evident from its first lines, spoken by
cape Race:
Didk happen?Sureil happened.It hap
pcncd.I’m not crazy k’s here (points10
hir head1 all here. Yeah. I -

arrive 81

the Bloor Slreel viaduet.and uh . . .
Cape is a “respected young lawyer. . .
with a wife. . . who in the whole of four
years of marriage I did not smile at
once.” Cape’s mother says that he ls gay
and has left his wife. Whatever the case,
he is piewed as hating living so much
thal he tries to kill himself, but before he
can jump, a white dog arrives informing
him that he’s living in hell “‘cause you
ain’t done your mission” - which is to
save his father from death (literal, metaphorical?). thereby saving himself from
his own ovwwhelming hatred.
Turns out that his father, Cilidden, is
dying of a disease contracted from
handliy sphagnum moss. (Throughout
the play Glidden pours/rubs moss on
himself - a symbol of decay, death,
moral or sexual penance?) Around
Glidden are orher characters: Lomia,
Glidden’s wife, who has leR him for a
punk rocker, Pascal, alias Gord from
Oakville (Cape also has a fling with
him); Pony, a psychic ambulance attcndant with a “fix-it stand”; a white dog
with ESP. and whom Cape calls an
angel: “SO Now, you save Liveson your
OXXI?”Soon Cape and Pony are in bed
together, tilling Cape with an ecstacy he
has new esperienccd before.
On Pony’s advice, Cape works al
brlnglng Lomia back to Glidden as the
“only thing gonna save your dad.” He
tries mnfrontiy her with what ha feels
is the trmh, claiming she is corrupt and
“fucked around” on Gliddan because
he v;as impotent. (Shades of the Gothic:
he also says that she used to make him
drink his own nosebleeds fmm “fruity
jam jars.“) But Io no avail.
Cape’s plan is temporarily aided when
the hotel Lomia and Paseal live in is
torch& she returns home, but still
refuses to rejoin Glidden. Finally, the
impasse is resolved with Cilidden’s
death. Lomia and Cape cmne together,

sharing a moment at the very and of the
play that Thompson describes:
They both feel. hope, that a change is
takingplarr; deepwithin somethinghas
cracked.Maybe the only feelingIhey are
experiencingis guilt, but thal is something.
Seems a hit vague and contrived,

doesn’t it? 1 feel elfish suggesting this,
but there is a cutrent running through
the play that urges ma to sn it all as
comic. The stronger impression, however, is that Thompson meant to be
serious. On ailher ground we can applaud her vigorous imagination, her
theatrical sensibility. and her poetic gift
- which is largely undisclplincd in this
PhY.

White Bifing Dog is so ovcrburdcnad
with imagery thal it is finally inacca+
sible. We can see the elaborate and CO”voluted metaphor struggling to express
Cape and Lomia’s flood of elemental
’ feelings - sexual, moral metaphysical
- which arc brought to a crlsls point by
the impending, than actual death of the
father/husband.
Unfortunately, the
imagery exists as a cloak, hiding the reality Thompson seems to wanl to explore,
rather than as a metaphorical force
organic to the subject.
There is no danger that Alun
Hibbert’s Playing lhe Fool will falter
under an overload of poetic imagery.
It’s an off-tha-wall farce built around
two 7O.year-old men. one of whom,
Harry, cannot remember at the bottom
of a stairway whether he meant m climb
up or has just come down. John, his
friend, arrives to attend Harry’s wife’s
fimcral. In her early years, she was
lavish of her favours so that John and
Harry, as well as many others, often
spent time in her bed. Neither Harry nor
John denies it - in fact, thera_ls eon-

ridarable humour gained from their
I&n, Harry’s well-to-do businessman sbn, arrives in the first act, and
Sheila, Harry’s Red Brigade daughter, in
the second, Harry denies he’ is their
father. He claims at one poinl to be impotent from an old WBTwound. The
responsibility is appuently John’s, but
he too denies it.
The orphan trauma Sheila and Bill
experience - hers concerns a break-

down in her terrorist ideology, Bill’s his
reputation in business - creates
hilarious incongruity. And there arc
even wme serious overtones in it.
Sheila’s terrorism, John and Harry’s
war escapades, and Ben’s unintentional
tjnancing of the Red Brigade (he has
been sending money for Sheila’s schoolins) allow for oblique commants on
soclo-economic and political revolution.
The characters’ mixed-up sexual history
draws auention to moral issues. But rest
assured, none of these is grcady inlrusive. if a trifle overwritten.
The major problem with the play is
that the mistaken-idemily situ&x! and
its implications arc ~~rongenough to sustain only a shorter work. After reading

il. one feels that had Ihe play been twothirds the lenglh. it would have been
more satisfying. A second, smaller problem exists in Harry’s Italian nclghbour.
Tonnelli. with whom he has an on-going
shouling march (it was an Italian who
shot Harry in the war). Simply stated,
Tonnelli needs to be more lightly lntegrated inlo the aclion, or cut. At the
moment he seeins too much a
dramatist’s device creating some comic
bits (largely unsuccessful), a few serious
comments, and the play’s curtain lines.
But all things considered. Hibbert’s play
looks to be entertaining enough to gain
it further pmductions. which may lead
to further rafinement. Playing fhe Fool .
augurs well as his second professionally
produced script.
Like the works ahwdy dealt with,
Rachel Wyatt’s Geomerry is among the
writer’s Rrst scripts for the live stage..
But her three successful novels and 30 or
so radio plays provide a maturity of
craft that the other writers included here
do not yet possess. The happy signs are
abundant. Her characters and their relationships are fully fleshed and clearly
delined; her dialogue is highly speakable; the action flows with remarkable
smoothness, and the world in which it
occurs is deftly painted.
The setting, for example, an Ontmio
boarding school (present-day, not 1930s
as one critic has suggested), ls a suitably
locked-in world for the gaomatrlcal relationship among its characters that give
the comedy its tide and central theme.
Mwlc teacher Ciinny, who has always
had an urge to leave the school. lives in
hope that some day Scott, a pompous
ass of a math teacher, will leave his wife
Helen. (She has in fact already left him
on at least one occasidn.) Helen,
reportedly a brilliant teacher, is
smoulduing away not just because she
lost her job and potential headship to
Scott, but also because their marriage
leaves her unfulfilled. (She spends her
time painting and as house-mother to
the boys; it’s a llttlc like pcnancc for

years earlier becoming enamoured of *
boy at the school, a detail often brought
up t” irk her.)
In10 this closed world comes Wayne
Gibson. a physlfally appealing if “ervous young nm” from North Bay who is
B bit in awe of reaching the lofty perch
and mvlnered ways of private-school
so&y. Helen strikes up a relationship
with him 0hev eventually “Ian to run off
Iogelher) ;vh& Scott &ii to his teasing
affair with Ginny. Both liaisons are
revealc& Wayne is tired and Helen
leaver Smu. The final short scene, set
after the Christmas break. sea Helen
and Scott bti together. waking for the
new term and exchanging
candid,
although ironic impressions of what has
happened:

in three years.
SCOTT:Two and a half.
Ginny has finally acted on her ancient
plans IOjoin CUSO and will be leaving
in July. But Wayne’s replacemcnr is B
young woman fmm Brampmn
who
“jumped at the chance.” Whether or
not Ginny continues Lo take part, one
feels that the geometry lessons are likely
10 smrl again wkh the new term.
Nor much thar is positive has been
wktcn about Geometry. Ann Saddlemyer’s insightful but brief commentary
in Room of One’s Own (Vol. 8, No. 2) is
slmos( alone in that respect. She poinls
out that rcvicwrs (none of whom liked
the play in irs Toronro production) were
“cross because Lhcy sought rules of
human nature rather iha” the eleganr
equations of comedy of manners.”
There is great value in that view since ir
directs us to the play’s satirical intent
and its attempted revelation of the folly
of a mannered sociely.
On the other hand, eve” Lhisapproach
fails to acccmn~ for the fact rhat the play
did not work in iIs only performances. It
is at this point we can see lhai Rachel
Wyaff’s newness to writing for the live
stage may have let her down - and that
a &wed slagins compounded the play’s
vxaknesxs,
hiding whal the script is
really reaching for. The first act, about
which rhe Toronto Srar’s Gina Mallet
claimed “I could swear absolutely
nothing happens,” is largely exposition,
armosphere, and character sketching.
A” experienced playwright might have
wrked many of these delails into the acdon as il moved along.
Once under way. however. the action
is hindered in its effect on the audience
since it I”cl:s Ihe highly intricate plotting
germane to the type of soclcry a comedy

of manners satirizes:

Lhe worlds of

School for Scaodai~ Wuy qf rhe World,

and eve” David French’s Jilfers (this lalrer on a lesser scale) come to mi”d.r
Similarly, the chamcrers are not witty
and brittle enough to live in the same
world’s elegant veneer. They am not
abstracted enough io lift them cmt of
mundane affairs. As a result, we are
forccd to see Wyatt’s carefully detailed
world as one of psychological relationship.‘and marital or sexual problems. If
the stage production, as was Ihe case in
Toronto.
follows an approach that
emphasizes these latter charac~erlstics.
the .comedy of manners is likely to
disappear.
Studying Geomerry makes one ccmscious of how difficult comedy of
manners is to create - and stage. It is
no great discredit to Rachel Wyatt thal
her play, so worthy in many ways. has
weaknesse.s. There is enough obvious
strength in Lhe text to make me hope Lo
see a stage production more sensitive
than Ihe Toronto one to whar the playwright appears to be doing. 0

answers to. They accept long-winded
b.s. in return. Or else we’re treated to informal &&chat. Have another beer,
that sort of thing.
Whaf eiw?
Only one of

the 14 subjects Timothy Findley - is clearly at the peak
of his career. James Rcancy, Elizaberh
Smart. Sheila Watson, Brian Moore. . .
well, it’s been my experience that most
older witers tend to run on old tapes.
It’s the job of the interviewer to find
new buttons to push for fresh responses.
Meyer and O’Riorda” do try. They like
to dredge up some obscure points of
reference. But Anansi could have made
this a much livelier book by steering
these two guys toward a few younger
writers.
Who e&e is bderviewed?

The bombastic Layton. The garrulous
Purdy. The adamani Acorn. The cere
bml Mandel. The ambivalent L. Cohen.
The myth-obsessed
MacBwan. The
judgemental Livcsay. . . . Nine of them
are poets. Twelve of Ihe interviews were
conducted in Ontario, LWVO
in Momreal.
Any inlerviewsyou liked?

Notmuch
10 say
By Alan Twigg
In Their Words: Inlerviews wilh Fourleen Canadian Wrilers, by Bruce Meyer
and Brian O’Rlordan, Howe of Anansi,
211 pages. $12.95 paper (ISBN 0 88184
142 2).
YOU’VEDONE your share ofaulhor inlerviews. How do you rule this book?
Not so hot.
Why nor?

Because the ping-pang ball of thought
isn’t rallied back and forth enough.
Meyer and O’Rlordan serve too many
soft questions rhcy already know the

My favomite is the one with Raymond
Souster. He talks about his Dad and
baseball. He says, “I’m not a very
adventuresome person. . . .I write a lot
of low-key poetry. I don’t give readings
any more because for me they were
empty cxcrclses.” And Roo Borson, the
token under40. comes across as Interesting. They ask her, “What are the
anxieties and pressures on a youne writcr
today?” And-she has the w&d&not t”
say much.
Maybe you’re just irked because fhe
book’s inrmdudion ckdmr Ihere’s a lack
of good backgmund iMo on En&hCimadian authors.
Are you kidding! The only lack of

background info is on French-Canadian
authors in English. If anything. there’s
too much of this polite, intelligent
babble going on. ThaPs why it’s fair to
apply kmgh swmdards. I’m sorry. Bui I
think it’s a dumb idea to have two
people interview an author at once. It’s
hard enough to have an intimate, revealing chal berween only two oeo~le.
Yousaidit.
_
_ _
All I’m savbu is that these two inter-

viewers, in u&n, come across Liketwo
well-mannered Unlversirv of Toronto
students getting their M:A. degrees. A
urofessional iournalisr would have “lotied, spliced, and shuttled these conversations more.
Cheating whom? It doesn’t matter if
a” interview subject falls in love, finds
God, explains Lhe universe and says
“mythopoeic”
five times in a paragraph. If the reader doesn’t get to the
end of an interview, it’s a failure. Cl

Toronto: Carved la Sione, by
Margaret E. McKelvey and Merllyn
Cedar: Tree of Life to the Northwest
Coaa Indinos, by Hilary Stewart,

Douglas B McIntyre, illustrated, 192
pages. $24.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88894 437
3).
Ety Jofin Otf~Rton
THIS ts A gift book with an unusual
depth of information. Hilmy Stewart is
a British Columbia artist and photographer who has written several books
on Northwest Coast Indian art and artifacts. In Cedar, she looks at the countless ways in which the yellow and red
cedar trees supported the life of British
Columbia’s coastal tribes, as she writes,
“from cradle to grave.” Cedar wood
was worked into canoes, totem poles,
houses, food bowls, masks: the bark
became rope, woven clothing, towels.
and even diapers. What makes her
approach so valuable is that, unlike an
academic archeologist, her faseinatlon
v:ith the subject takes her beyond identifying, annotating, and theorizing about
the objects.
“It intrigues me that people lived so
well and for so long using almost exclusively the materials of their envimnment. and I am endlessly curious about
the ‘how’ and ‘whys of those material%,
their technologies and uses,” she mplains. Her curiosity led ha to mperimcnt with many of those technologies.
Working with only a hand maul (hammer) and several wedges, she and a
friend found it easy to emulate the traditional method of splitting planks off a
cedar log . . . although a puzzled
gentleman with a chain saw came by.
anxious to help.
Stewart’s gifts as a writer match her
contml of black-and white-photography
and line drawings. The knowledgeable
and enthusiastic text is well-illustrated
throughout, and the illustrations are
placed where they belong in relation to
the text (something that not all Qft
books manage). A short review cannot
really do this book justice, but those
with a taste for amhmpology, woodv;orking, and native lore will find much
to interest them here. *

McKelvey, Fitzhemy & Whiteside, illustrated, 144 pages. %iO.OO
cloth (ISBN 0
99920 732 3).
By John Oughton
-nils MOTHER
and daughta team celebrates the remaining examples of
decorations carved from stone on
Toronto buildings. Their aims am
praiseworthy: “It is our hope that this
book will stimulate Torontonians to
look up, to open their eyes to the richness that surrounds them. Stone carving
is a dyiw art. Let us preserve what remains of it.”
Unfortunately, the pmduftion values
of this book do not always live up to the
authors’ aims, or their diligent research.
The black-and-white reproductions of
photos by the MeKelveys and others are
muddy, often fuzzy, so that the grain
and subtle tones of the stone carvings
are lost. The colour plates are better. but
often too blue. For the price, the quality
should be better.

What the book can offer is B new way
to see Toronto. By connecting stone
decorations still vkil$e on downtown
buildings with the architects and artists
the McKelveys help
humanize historic architecture. We learn
that University College, for example, is
haunted by the ghost of Ivan Reznikoff.
murdered by a fellow stonecarver.
The book is also an indirect tribute to
Spencer Clark, who during several
decades rescued many of the best pieces
of carved Tomntoiana fmm wreckem
and had them trucked to the Guild,
where they are preserved today. Toronto
today ls a city of few great buildings but
many intriguinn details, and those who
ha& won&red-about the carvings that
adorn the old Stock Exchange, the Don
Jail. or the post of!ia at Bay and Front
will appreciate leaming more about
them from this book. 0
chiselled-them,

Wings Over the West: Russ Baker and
the Blse of Pseiiic \Vestem AIrlines, by

John Condit, Harbour Publishing, 235
pages, 918.95 cl&h (ISBN 0 920080 49
9).
By Steve’Lukifs
THE BUZZ~G DRONE of the airplane
changed the sound of travel in the North
and the other wilderness regions of
Canada. For going long diitanca or
crossing rugged ground. canoe, dogsled, and snowshoe faced a new. unbeatable competitor. And the occupation of
bush pilot became synonymous with
derring-do, resourcefulness, and seat-ofthe-pants flying in impossible condilions.

Russ Baker combined these qualities
with the drive for profit and power to
establish the small bush-flying company
that has become Pacific .Westem, the
third largest airline in Canada. Timely
government contracts, publicity fmm a
s&h
of luck just
when his mmpetitcns were in trouble
made Baker’s airline grow and prosper.
Although some considered him “bullshit
from one end to the other,” they still
admired and worked for him. He
courted the powerful in business and
politics and won their contracts or
influence. He drove himself so hard that
he died of a heart attack at 48.
With Baker’s death, John Condit’s
story of PWA becomes a corporate
history, without much colour, contradiction, or character. In 1974 the pmvince of Alberta. in what Condit
euphemistically calls an act of “state
capitalism.” purchased PWA. That old
frebeoterprislng bush pilot, Ross Baker,
probably did a slow roll in his grave. q

The Confessions of Klaus Barbie, by
Robert Wilson, Arsenal Editions, 314
pages, $19.95cloth (ISBN 0 889781532).
By Paul R+=*Two nom.Ents arisz in Wilson’s collaboration with the infamous Navi,
Klaus Barbie: Can we believe anything
Wilson says? And can we believe anything Barbie says? Wilson. a self-

uonfesred jewel thief and professional
scoundrel, tnvelled down to La Paz,
Bolivlo. in 1971 with a view to stealing
the jraelkd cape fmm the statue of the
Virgin of Guadalupe. After an alleged
worthy of Robert Ludlum, he ran into
Klaus Barbie (“Call me the butcher”), a
notorious war criminal twice sentenced
Lo death in absentia for his brutal activities as SS commandant
in Germanoccupied Lyon, France.
The book then is partly an acco”nt of
the I5 yeas it took Wilson 10 pot the
book together and partly an assortment
of nritingr by or interviews with Barbie
himself. Wilson is at once fascinated by
Barbic and repelled by him. Indeed he
has such problems resolving his friendship with Barbie’s deeds that it takes his
wife to point oat that killing children is
probably evil. “Yes, you’re right,”
Wilson muses, as if struck by revelation.
If most of Wilson’s account stretches
our credibility, it certainly entertains.
Which is more than can be said for
Barbie’s sanitized version of his wartIme
activities, designed to portray their
author iis B “good soldier merely doing
his duty.” His duty consisted of murdering or deponing several thousand Jews,
many of them children, besides the
interrogation and torture of members of
the rcristanee, includiy its leader, Jean
Moulin. Were this the first piece of
whining self-justificstion by an old Nazi
it would be of some academic interest.
Since there are already so many, and
since. besides his own undeniably
colourful personality, Wilson adds little
more than loose ends, this book is only
for the most ardent Nazi buffs. 0

outside, they are redoced to abstract
love objects of the male characters.
Wexler ls much stronger in portraying
that state of chronic mutual disappointnx.“t that so often characterizes relations between
parents
and adult
children. “Two Years’ Absence” is a
careful account of a visit home by a
wandaing son, in which the genemtlons
slide east one another. The title stow
“The-Bequest” -about
a tenant’s diff:
cult relatlonshio with hi ation landladv
- is the long&t and the b&t in the coilection, a little marvel of contlicting
emotions in which a surprising love is
revealed. A convenient, but u”wnvl”cing, happy ending to a romantic sub-plot
mars this otherwise tine story.
The author’s love of mood sometimes
obscures the deeoer workinns of his
characters. One \;ishes he w&Id take
more chmw&ith
them. probe’ further,
and resist the temptation of easy sentiment. 0
Blood Ties, by Robin Mathews, Steel
Rail, 175 pages, $8.95 paper (ISBN 0
88791030 0).

By Sherle Posesorelrl
THE BOOK JACKET tease desciibh the
stories in Mathews’s first collection as
onea that confront
love, sexuality,
family ties, within their political, social,
the red flashing light of &thews’s
global intentions-his
inexorable drop

The Eequest B Other Stories, by Jerry
Waler. VGhicule Press, 94 pages. $6.95
paper (ISBN 0 919890 51 2).

By Robin Metcalfe
MONTREAL
ISTHEsetting for nine of the
10 stories in this small collection specifically. the ramshackle inner-city
ghetto of English-speaking Jews. artists,
and students. Most of the characters are
young men drifting aimlessly toward
middle age. Dreamers and wanderers,
given to wgoe., romantic musings, they
will not amount to much. Unfortunately, neither do many of the stories.
Wesler affects a plain style to describe
these scenes of ordinary life, but his
prose. kwking rigorous precision, is
often slack and listless. Too often he
resorts to the convendonal
and the
predictable. His younger women. in particular, lack substmwe. Viewed from

pi”g of characters into their social dollhouses. In story after story. he develops
psychologically ptaise characters, involves them in intense relationships, and
then predetermines their actions by overdressing the.m in Lhe swaddling clothes
of their social context. Althoogh in hi
better stories, some characters manage
to waddle on to a psychologically credible resolution, elsewhere many of them
lose their credibility. The reader is left
with a story that is only useW as a”
exercise in Marxist, feminist. and sociological textual criticism.

However, several stories kick with
life. In “His Own Son,” Joel. a lawyer.
visits a so” he has never see”, upon
learning of the death of the child’s
mother. Although he is tmitied~of any
emotional
demand,
he manages to
establish a tentative attachment to hi
son, but then flees back 10 Edmonton,
haling himself. I” “Blood Tics,” a
father recalls his fears and love for his
daughter while reading a note she has
left for her lover. When he e”counters
her on the stree.t with her lover. his
natural reticenee re.twns, and he is
incapable of expressing his love. Such
short
stories
transcend
narrow
ideology. 0

The Clime of Ovide Plouffe. by
Roger Lemelin. translated fmm the
French by Alan Brown, McClelland &
Stewart, 408 pages, $19.95 cloth (ISBN 0
7710 5260 X).

By Paul Stuewe
7-m FouRm tmvm. in the saga of
Quebec’s Plouffes finds them coping
with the post-war economic boom,
which has strained the family’s traditional cohesiveness by propelling some
of its members into the ranks of the
nouveau riche. The ne.w opportunities
and temptations afforded by a favourable business climate whisk Ovide
Plouffe, a shy, intellectual clerk with an
ambitious wife, into the ce.ntre of a madcap whirl of go-getters. gangsters. and
good-time girls. When Ihe dust settles
we’ve bee” Treated to a rollicking
account of an innocent’s education in
the ways of Ihe new Quebed.
If The Crime of Ovide Piouffe is in
many respects a” old-fashioned tale of
virtue rewarded and evil undone. it is
also a” extremely well-fashioned mample of mainstream story-telling. The
large cast is quickly differentiated into
heterogeneous
individuals,
who are
manoeuvered through a complex, eventful “lot with admirable
finesse.
D&a&
set pi&
&o~~d,~~&&
which a” elderlv officer’s bashful unveiling of hii uniform to female admirers
and a climactic courtroom confmntatio” will stand for the author’s ability to
capture both the intense private momMt
and the panoramic public spectacle.
Although this passlo” for the dramatically revealing scene occasionally
results in melodramatic excess, thll is a
small prlee to pay for such a vivacious
and slimulating narrative.
However. Lemelln’s penchant for
reflecting upon the sociological diiensions of the events is irritating. What
happens to the Plouffes may well be
ind&ative of broader social force - in a
sense muvf be, given that they are pre-

sentud as typical Quebeckers - but each
time that Lemelin asserts the normative
“c~s of their experience, he encourages
us to view them as statistics in a survey
mthcr than as individuals. The rich,
colourful milieu of the novel is itself a
vibrant portrait of people interactin
v:ithin society, and there is no need for
additional sociological embroidery. The
Crirnr of Ovide Ployffe carries on
chronicling the Plouffes with laudable
e”er8y and acuity, and it will be interwing to see how the turbulent 19609
treat the members of one of our bestIowd families. 0
A Long Way to Oregon, by Anne
Marriott. Mosaic Press. 105 pages,
$12.95 cloth (ISBN 0 99962 240 XJ and
$6.95 paper (ISBN 0 88962 239 6).
&r V0ronfca

Ross

IT IS interesting to note that most of the
eight stories in Anne Marriott’s first mlI&o” have been read on CBC-Radio’s
Antholop. because behind the written
words one seems to hear, like a whisper
01 an Lyho, the speaking voice of the
story-teller. Or the poet. Marriott has
published many collections of poetry
since 1939. Her Calling Adwnfurers
w-tired the Governor General’s Award
in 19-11.
With a practised voice Marriott t&
her stories. Sometimes lyrical. often delicate. alrays wise and careful, she talks
to us about vzhat we have always feared
a”d ahvays knovm. “I stared around the
hollov~space, the” upward into the thick
nut trees and saw what would, hovxver
Ion8 I lived, be the most terrible sight of
my life,” says the young narrator i”
“Mrs. Absalom” upon finding her
former piano teacher hanging dead fmm
a tw%.In “On a Sunday Afternoon” the
dc.wiption of a book read by the narrator as a child: “A book she dreaded
w-reading and which fascinated her so
that she read irover and over” might be
describing this collection.
Death is the spectre in many of the
stories. A recently ill young sirl, fearing
death, meets a healthy girl whore hobby
is creating tombstones. A widow
admitted to the same intensivecare unit
\~here her husband died is present at
another man’s death. A woman barred
fmm kisriy the ma” she has loved
silently for 29 years before he dies climbs
into a dug trench.
This collection is a powerful work, a”
important addition to Marriott’s poetry.
Complex and intense, these stories are
surprisingly not gloomy, perhaps
because of the author’s caution with
hyperbole and overstatement. Carefully
witten, these stories leave echoes in the
reader’s mind. *

The Master of Stmppndo,
by
Negovan Bajic, translated fmm the
French by David Lobdell, Oberon PIUS,
161 pages, $21.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88750
551 1) and $11.95 paper (ISBN 0 88750
553 8).
By Paul Sluewe
THISMIXEDBAGof four stories. rangi”
in length from short to “ear-nove8a.
arrives bereft of any identificatio” of its
author. Since such coyness sometimes
masks a Iitemry spoof - as those who
took “Georges Zuk” and “Okira” at
face value ca” testify - I’ll tread
cautiously in assessing a book that
otherwise fails to amuse strong opinions
of any sort. The narrator of the title
story (which takes up almost half the
volume) is the tyrannical ruler of a
small, backward state wherein oppressed
peasants and rapacious rats vie for the
harvests he stubbornly defends. 11s
a crude caricature of ruling-class mentalities: the oeasants and rats form a
kind ok en&ing proletariat - make it
difticolt to take it seriously as literature.
although there are some-vivid descrig
tions of the warfare between the antagonists. Likewise, the following very
short sketch, “No Man’s Land,” is
devoted to Olustrating such a” obvious
moral that one can’t help resenting its
didactic monomania.
The remabdog half of the book is
devoted to more palatable fare. The “arrator of “A Dog Story” becomes involved in a” animal-rights crusade
a&nst a cruel dog trainer, with initially
amusing but in the end horrifyingly
obsessive results. The protagonist of
“Three Dreams” undergoes a sexier of
hallucinatory experiences effectively
described in a style reminiscent of
Simenon’s psychological novels. If all of
The M&w of Smmdo
wre on this
level, the booi would be warmly recommended. As it stands, however. the dead
weight of the fist t&o stories~pulls the
collection down into the realm of the
mediocre, although the promise of
“Three Drean~s” would certainly lead
me at least to sample further. 0

Northern Comfort, by Martin Avery.
Oberon Press. 86 oases. S21.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 88750 558 % -& 811.95 paper
(ISBN 0 88750 559 7)_

Sy Dan/e/ David lvloses
.wsw rwzv*cas the four short stories in
thii short book with two quotes, one
from I984 atul a” anonymous one that
advises us to forget about 1984 and
worry about the Milleniom. Such is the
modern world Avery writes about,
whether it is peoplea by kids and dogs,

or nihilistic rock-star termrists from cottage country, or prisoners and park
wardens, or a scholar obsessively preparin8 for the end of the world.
Avery’s style is colloquial and “ervow, whether it is serving a stmightforward narrative or a” essay-like story
structure. The confusion of wnotions it
provokes is just short of hysteria. and
though this diicomfon is mollified by
black humour, Avery too often awkwardl~ aoes for the amtesaue and not
forth&t r’a tang&f dog&d tobogPBMtlmt would have given hemorrhoids
ro a” Eskimo”).
Still, his comic ideas can be revealing
(for example, he looks at the priscn
system thmugh a Monopoly-like board
game called the Corrections Game: “Go
To Jail, Do Not Pass Go, Do Not Collect SXlO”). and when he lets his
characters develop and interact, the
effect can be exhilarating. Though this
book is not a s”ccess, it is a promise.
Once Martin Avery’s comic skills
mature, we may see his horribly funny
vision clearly. 0
.
Tender Only to One. ‘by Bichard

Taylor, Oberon Press, 10; pa&s, 517.95

cloth (ISBN 0 88750 548 1) and 89.95
paper (ISBN 0 88750 550 3);
By RoWi Mefcaffe
nii2 sroms in Taylor’s tkst collection
are very short, some as brief as three
pages, but that brevity can encompass a
universe of daily experience and fmstrated dreams. The graceful and
evocative prose has a” economy that
approaches severity. “Bachelors,” for
example. captures hvo intertwined lives
in nine short paragraphs, with a
minimum of action.
The central metaphor is that of paintjna The author executes these still lifes
with sure. disciplined watercolour
strokes. Mostly these are about people
alone: old people in high-rise apartments
(Yolitary
Confinement”).
artists
writing letters to distant friends. Stories
of ordinary people, typically bounded
by the barren isolation of a Canadian
winter, arc interwove” with those of
artists of the late 19th and early 2&h
centuries, set agahut the myth-inspiring
swm”er landscapes of Prance and the
South Seas.
But these lives of artists are not aloof
or otherworldly. Art is no escape from
aging and loneliness - merely o”v possible remedy for a universal malaise. Van
Gogh and Gauguin appear repeatedly suffeting, half-mad, they arficulate the
human need that propels their art:
“Because of what I lack I mast record
the lives and places of others.” The
me-need is expressed by a howewife,

.

who hcd once hoped to write, recalling
visits to the home of Claude Monet:
“Perhaps it is too late for me to get it
down now that everything else is out of
the wy. For I need to be remembered
LOO.”
Despite their trectment of death and
disappointment, there stories evoke
compassion rather than despair, some
times atraining c transcendent affirmation. Love and sexuality, in their myriad
forms, are always present. cltbaugh
handled with a delicate touch, more
often suggested than stated. A steady
focus on detail grounds these small tie
lions. cod breathes life into the
characters, making them wonderfully
red. In each of these specific lives,
someone is dealing with the same human
dilemma, living “with whatever comforts his mt and hi dreams could
afford.” Cl

Purple Imnweed: A Caccdian Legacy
of Tales and Legends, by Sylvia Raff.
Vestn Publications, illustrated, 176
pages. 512.50 paper (ISBN 0 919301 85
0.
Ey Daniel David Moses
THESTCIR~CS
in this collection. like purple imowed. ae indiienous to that
coast of the Gulf of the St. Lawrence
knovvn cs the North Shore. For at least
10 years and on four freighter voyages,
Puff gcthered stories fmm friends her
ether md brothers had made cs fur
traders in the r&m early in the century,
as vie11as from local member of the
clergy and of prominent families. “For
years it hcs been my dream to set forth
for you these living legends that record
cc en that Is fast diiappcaiing.” she
writer in the personal notes that, along
citb a brief history, introduce the main
text of three sections, one each for the
tales of the French and of the English.
and one more for the tales and legends
of the lndkms.
The kmgucge of tbe text is always cl
least as old-fashioned as that of the
sentence quoted above. The reader’s
tint reaction is to check the copyright
date. Is this c reprint of some documentory wlue? No. The second recction ls to
consider that maybe this language is
direct quotation. Is this the authenticity
and style of the told tale in oral history7
No. So one looks for potential in the
mcteriol, as in, say, a good ghost story. a
tall talc, co adventure. But why must
wery character be another awkward
vviation on “The Noble Pioneer”?
The reader by now is working so hard
that tt sentence that describes the life of
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“ihe Indlcn” with “Morals were loose
and polygamy wcs canmoo” forces a
final reaction: the conclusion that the
author’s old-fashioned vision and her
use of cliche crush the life out of these
legends. The book’s illustrations and
design are also dead. 0

The Roman Cookery of Apicius,
translated from the Latin by John
Edwrds. Hartley & Marks, 322 pages,
$24.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88179 008 7).
By Paul Roberts
ASEDWARDS
tellsUSin his con& cod
informative introduction. The Roman
Cooker/ o/Apicius is c eompllction of
the secrets of Roman and classlccl Greek
cookery during the reigns of the
Casars. There were three gastmphiles
bearing the name of Apiclus over a
150-year period in Imperial Rome, and
- beyond recording that the name wcs
cssoclsted with the greatcst and most
hedonistically notorious of Roman
writers on the culinary crt - scholars
have had little success in pin-pointing
which one authored this manual.
The two manuscripts ascribed to
Apicius cn written in the Latin of the
late fourth and early fifth century A.D.
- a period of barbarian invasion and
decline - and constitute more an
attempt to record the glories of a dying
era than to reflect mntcmporcry conditions. What Edwards has done with his
new trcnslction is captivating cod cclque, making tbii book cccesslbJeto a far

curious about Roman cuisine.
Beside the translated text he .has
placed modem tipes - with proper
quantities and. where necessary,
substitctions - that pmvlde c close
approximation of the ori@nal dishes.
Now anyone wishing to duplicate, say.
the glutton Trimclchio’s feast fmm
Sa~yrlcon ccn fmd expert guidance,
although “Roast whole wild boar with
dates. suckled by piglets made of cakes
and stuffed with live tbhrushes” will
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probably stll cause a few minor pmblems. Exquisitely laid out and usefully
illustrated. thii dcliihtful book provides
a living glimpse into the lives cod tastes
of another world, educating the mind
cod the palate. The one recipe I have
tried to date wcs c roaring success cod I
know I will be grateful to Edwards for
his skill cad scholarship for many years
to come. *

The History of Pm/& Theatre: The
Devdopmenl of B Thectre in Alberta,
Mmdtobc and Scskstchewcn 1833-1982
by E. Ross Stuart. Simon &Pierre, 3Zd
pages, 524.95 cloth (ISBN 0 8892 4121
x).
By Mark

Gerson

ANYCJNE
WHO embarks on co undertaking with cs much potential for
deserves praise rrgardlers of tbc ouicome. Records of half-forgotten plays,
performers, and tbeatres are scattered,
often muddled, and generally incomplete, where they survive at all.
Some have left the country, and others
remain hidden away in the boxes cod
trunks of the nation’s attica and basements. Theatre hiitorlcos spend much
time rummaging through musty tiles,
yellwed scrapbooks, and obscure family papers trying to recreate a thectrlcal
pest ‘many have either refused to
acknowledge or have dismissed cs irrelb
vent. Not surprisingly. far too little has
been published on a topic with a history
spanning nearly four centuries.
Stuart’s look at theatrical activity on
the Prairies between 1833 and 1982 is
therefore welcome. No cspcct of the
region’s the&e heritage is neglected in
this thomogh and well-documented
work. Be&da the predictable look u the
early days and the fairly recent developmetIt of a profcssloocl theme., Stuart
details the cmcteur and university
thestre that came in between. Playwrights cre also given their due.
Many readers will be su~prlsed to
learn that Saskatchewan had the cocctry’s first arts council. that “at the
height of the [amateur the&e.] move
ment there ws mom theatre in the
prairies tbsn in the rest of Canada,” and
that the country’s first university drama
departments were established out west,
where “they cx still among the largest
and most active in the country.”
Stuart’s admitted emphasis on facts
over anecdote and analysis is c pity, cs is
the unfortunate lack of illustrations.
They rob the book of much of the drama

that is inherent in theatrical activity.
Perhaps now that Stuart has laid the
groundv:ork, someone else will come
along to enliven the facts he has
unearthed. 0

The Automobile
Saga of Brltisb
Columbia 1064-1914, hy G.W. Taylor,
Morriss Publishing, 147 pages, $14.95
cloth (ISBN 0 919203 43 4).

EtyBrlan Fascvcetf
DON’Ta~put off at the title of this book.
Even though it is about the early days of
mechanized transportation
in British
Colombia, it makes fascinating reading.
Not only is it impeccably researched and
written, it is also first-rate histqriography. It has as much to tell us about
the early history of British Columbia as
any of the more ambitious general
histories that have come out in the past
decade, and it does it without the usual
horn-tooting and rhetoric.
The author. Geoffrey Taylor, is a
retired journalist. accountant. and the
author of three other books on B.C.%
early history. His opening sentence indicates that he understands how profound
his subject is: “The gmwth of all past
civilizations largely depended upon the
type and means of transportation available.” Even though he’s obviously a car
buff, he provides detailed histories of
the early days of bicycling and public
transit. lhe Ialter of which will leave
B.C. residents wisishmgfor the old days.
But for all his evident love for his subject, he stays on track. He doesn’t
labour his point about the importance of
transportation. In fact, he proves it so
rell he n~er has to repeat it.
The book, no doubt meant mainly for
officionados
and libraries.
deserves
rider attention than it is likely to get.
The photographs, more than eighty of
them, are worth the price of admission
by themselves. It is unfortunate thal
local historians like Taylor seem to be
vonirhing. With the changes that appear
to be facing our cities, our need for this
kind of record-keeping will grow. ~2
Mabel Eelk Alexander’s

Silent Pari-

ner. by Lilias M. Toward, hgethuen, 220

pages. SW.95 cloth (ISBN 0 458 98090
OJ.

IN 1373 a young woman deaf since childhood went to Boston to study with a
ma” usiry “ew methods to teach the
deaf. He was Alexander Graham Bell,
the inventor of the telephone, and his

young student, Mabel Hubbard, eventually became his wife. Thesubstance of
Mabel’s life-storv is told thmuah the letters she wrote tb her husba”;, family,
sod friends. What emerges is a moving
account of the Bells’ 45 years together.
Their marriage was a loving union of
two people each as remarkable and loyal
as the other.
Alexander Graham Bell’s achievements are well known; Lilias Toward
here provides a full chronicle
of
Mabel%. Drawing upon her early childhood memory of sound and her skill at
lip-reading, Mabel led a full life. Many
who met her never knew that she was
deaf. Her energy was seemit& boundless. As the wife of a famous inventor,
she often entertained large groups of
people. She encouraged and helped
finance her husband’s many business
hydrofoil boats and fJyiG machines,
and she worked with him in his studies
of sheep genetica.
Toward goes beneath the simple facts
of Mabel’s life to draw a clear oicture of
her personality. She WBSfrani, honest,
able to admit serious faults. Most of all.
she was charming
and intelligent:
Allhough this is a biography of Mrs.
Ball, perhaps the author should have
taken more into account the inevitable
curiosity that readers would have about
Mr. Bell and told as more about Alexander’s reactions to the major events in
Mabel’s life. But this is a minor fault in
a” engaging, well-written book. 0

Country You Can’1 Walk In, by MT.
Kelly, Penumbra Press. 43 pages, $6.95
paper.(ISBN 0 929806 56 2).

By Mark Gerson
THESEPOEMScan make a reader wince.
Civilized man’s corruption of nature is
hardly a new theme, but Kelly identifies
with the north so deeply and feels with
such painful keenness its destruction by
men who are stuoidlv casual in their evil
that he gives it an& urgency. This is a
reissue of a 1979 edition with seyen new
poems, and it’s no j6ke to say that after
test a& rain or leg-hold traps.
In the best poem, such as “Dance
Macabre” and “Litany,” descriptions
of poisoned or injured animals sear the
imagination. KeJly doesn’t try to get inside an animal’s head but acts as a
human witness to another unhuman but
vibrantly alive thing. Here is the poet
bashing in the head of a hawk that has
been hit by a car but hasn’t yet been
given the mercy of death:

The eycpusha ml. lhe bird
covers/ts had with a win.
c2gestunzSOmediewt. bem@iil:
I can’t breathe.

Christine is another animal altogether,
the kind of woman usually labelled a
princess (“Disappointment”). Christine
practises indifference
but secretly
“hopes you’re watching.” If this is what
civilization offers, no wonder Kelly
heads for the woods. There are some
trite moments or just silly ones, such as
the poet viewing the flat land around
Regina and wishing to see lions, and
occasionally
Kelly’s images are so
powerful that his own expresslo” of g&f
is redundant. Although the best poems
use a quirky and effective juxtaposition,
others sewn merely disjointed. But the
small handful of fine pools is mough;
Penumbra is right in bringing back Kelly
co”“trY. lzl
Veiled Countries/Lives,
by Marie
Claire Blais, translated from the French
by Michael Harris, Whicule Press, 181
pages, $9.95 paper (ISBN 0 919890 54
07).

By Paul Siuewe
THESE Two aoottg of poetry, originally
published in Quebec in the 196Os, are in
this single-volume, bilingual format a
happy addition to the English-language
corpus of Blais’s work. Both are powerful, evocative, often exhilarating collections that resonate with mature poetic
intalllgence - which is to say that they
am exactly what one would expect from
a venture into verse by the author of
Mad Shadows and SL Lawrence Blues.
Harris’s translations are very accurate
with regard to sense, but sometimes
cavalier in terms of form. The poems of
Veiled Countrtw, in particular. are often
broken up into staccato patterns that
differ radically fmm the longer lines of
the originals. Since this is a bilingual edition, one can with a little effort rearrange the words into the forms Blais
chose, although why Harris elected to
make such alterations in Veiled Countries - while largely refraining from
them in Lives - remains a mystery in

the absence of any explanation of hi
methods of work.
But these idiosyncrasies do not
seriously interfere with appreciating
Blals’s facility in moving between the
particular and the abstract, the mundane
and the mythic, as she delineates a state
of mind in which intensity of focus
charges language with auras of multiple
meaning. Although her work has pOints
of contact with magic realism, most
notably in the way it treats natural
phenomena as fore.gmund rather than
background elements, Blais’s absorption

I

nent to its current status a0 one of the
denied
those who s&
process of playful fabulation. These
poems are charged with the mmmitmerits and enthusiasms of an author
involved in life at all levels, and they
continually surprise us with their
graceful transitions from personal
history to social issues to matters of
cosmic import. This is a msrvellous
book from a wonderful writer, and we
owe a big mnerci to V&hiculefor making
it available to us. *

Secular §odallsls: The CCP/MDP in
Onlatio, a Diogmphy. by J.T. Morley,
McGill-Queen’s University Press. 264
pages, $25.00 cloth (ISBN 0 7735 0389 7)
and $11.95 paper (ISBN 0 7735 0390 0).

r\TrrsBEST.
Secular
Social&s
is a clear
and wide-ranging history of the organization. policies, and leadership of the
CCP/NDP in Ontario from 1934 to the
1970s.As such, it is a welcome addition
from neglected Ontatio to the study of
socialism and provincial politics in
Canada. Morley is especially effective in
his treatment of the intellectual roots of
the party and agein in his analysis of the
lasting grip of the “socialist generation”
of the 1940son organization and leadership.
He reports a$ well that Ontario’s
social democratic party has remained
tme to its past and has not sold its soul
for illusive electoral gain: even in
economic matters, its founding principles were neither so radical nor later
incarnations as moderate as disenchanted radicals would have it. Morley
writes from the broad middle of the
party, and brings to his subject wnsiderable personal insight, innovative
research, and interviews with past party
leaders and ofticials.
But the book suffas when Morley
doffs his historian’s apron and dons the,,
immaculate robes of the political &en-’
fist. Plndinc manv current theories
unhelpful, hgapplies to the past and pre
sent of the Ontario NDP Erik Erlkson’s
notion of individual maturation as a
process of “secularization” - whence
ihe title of the book. This is. as an
analory.
not without insight and
_.
reword. But frequent bouts with
epidemic and cumbersome theorizing in
Se&w Soclo/ists will defeat all but the
most professional of his audience, and
jade those who might otherwise admire
Morley’s achievement and craftsmanship as an historian. Cl

1984 and After, edited by Marsha
Hewitt and Dimitrios 1. Roussopoulos.
Black Rose Books, 234 pages, $22.95
cloth (ISBN 0 920057 28 4) and $12.95
paper (ISBN 0 920057 29 2).
By Daniel David IMoses
IN 1982. as if at last taking the advice of
that old graftito “Anarchists Unite!,” a
group of scholars interested in anarchist
and libertarian social research founded
the Anarchos Institute. This collection
of essays on the subjects of the novel
and the year 1984is its first publication,
an effort to affirm that Orwell’s contributions to humanity amount to mom
than being a hot property for 12 months.
Eleven writers in areas such as religious studies, linguistics, sociology, and
history have contributed perspectives on
his dystopia and on authoritarian
tendencies in the body politic. These
essays use Orwell’s ideas to shed light on
systemic problems as obvious as the
political use of prisons and hospitals,
forced education, and the “arm’s-length
relationship” between the arts and the
state. They alx, examine more organic
concerns such as the tendency of govemments as now stmctured to become
totalitarian and the deterioration of consciousnms and freedom that accompanies the deterioration in the’use of
kmgllsge.
Though a few of these writers themselves at moments exhibit some
deterioration in their use of language,
slipping either into jargon or into a tone
that is itself elthw pompously or whlningly authoritarian (making judgements
like “appalling” or “bad taste”), the
essays are usually readable. revealing
and, though disturbing, an encoumgement. More books like this could give
Anarchy a good name. The better
known names on its cover include Noam
Chomsky and George Woodcock. 0

Of Mats and Men: The Story of Canadlsn Amaleur aad Olympic \Vrestllng
from
1600
to 1980,
by Glytm A.
Leyshon, Sports Dyn&i&. 148 pages,
S24l.Wcloth (ISBN 0 9691619 1 3).

By Brian Fawcett
WRESIL~NO
MAYBE the human species’
initial and most enduring form of sport.
Leyshon, a long-time Canadian vnutling ach, the coach of Canada’s 1980
Olympic wrestling team, has taken pains
to establllh its Canadian history from
before European settlement of the mntl-

country’s more successful amateur
sports. Canadian wrestlers have won
more than their share of medals in PanAm and Commonwealth Games cornpetition, along with eight Olympic
medalists
most recently Bob MO&,
who gained world recognition by
winning a silver medal at the 1984Olympics despite having had a serious back
operation a month before the games.
Leyshon’s coverage of the sport is
extensive.,but on balance rather uninformative to those who am not already conversant in the intricacies of the sport, or
who may be confused about the difference behveen amateur wrestling and the
variety most Canadians see - the professlonal behemoths who dress up in
costumes and throw one another around
a boxing ring like acrobats. His appreach is altemately too academic and
too quick19 contemptuous of those who
do not follow the rules - be they
“primitive” Imdts seeking amusement
during the arctic winter or today’s entertainment-oriented professionals.
But Leyshon’s attitude may be excusable in one sense. Demonstrably, this ls
Canadian wrestling’s Golden Age, and
the sutbor, who has played a substantial
role in bringing it about. might be
forgiven his pride. His book, with its
&ens& records, will bring a pleasant
hour or two to anyone involved in the
amateur sport. 0
Willie De \Vil: The Lord of the Ring,
by Michael Beaudoin, Avon Books, 223
pages. 83.95 paper (ISBN 0 89485 8).
By Brian Fawcett

cu*Dl~t4 o~nd~~c
silver medal winner
Willie De Wit recently turned pmfessional. and his new management team is
almost certainly behind thii book. It is a
2OO-pagepress release aimed at exciting
boxing fans inearch of the latest Great
White Hope, and if you can believe what
you read here, De Wit ls a sore bet for
the heavyweight crown once he sharpens
up one or two deficiencis in his nearperfect skills by beating up on a few notvery-threatening opponents.
Boxing is supposed to be in a lot of
trouble, and if this is the level at which it
approaches its public, no wonder. Life
just isn’t the way it is depicted in this
silly book, and no one with a full deck
will believe that a pm boxing title can be
won by right-mindedness and a few
slogans. Willie De Wit may be a nice guy
and a fine Canadian, and he may even
turn oat to be a real contender, but he
isn’t making much of a start. His fiat
bouts were turkeys and so, unfortunately, is this book. One hopes he will be
better tban it is. 0
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warandpeace
Foreshadowed in her childhood fantasies,
Charlotte BmntW famous grown-upwriting began
with a set of toy soldlers
James ksaney
The Poems of Chnrlolte BroniS,

edited by Tom Winnifrith, Oxford, 429
pages, $48.75 cloth (ISBN 0 631 12.563

9,.
The

ffirontC.

EarIy Writings of Charlotte
by Christine
Alexander.

Oxford, 329 pzges. 562.50 cloth (ISBN 0
631 12991 S).
* mom8 mmcr since the age of 1.5,
when with the profits fmm selling
potatoes at the Stratford market I
vxlkcd across Market Square and
bought IYurherhg He;ghls for 75 cents
at the drug store, I wvouId now like to
share with you my enthusiasm for these
two recent Bront8 books.
Tom Winnifritb brings together more
Charlotte Branti poems that I rccollcct
ever seeing together before, freshly
edited and checked, wherever possible,
with their parent manuscripts. I wish,
though, that he had restrained the writer
of his dust-jacket
from saying:
“Charlotte emerges as a poet of “new”
quality, perhaps the worst poet of her

and&s book, which for the first time
accurately describes and orgardzes the
vast, huge sagas of Glass Town and
An@,
imaginary kingdoms in Africa
where Charlotte
and her brother
Branwell spilitually lived from childhood till well into their 20s.
Since out of this ticti6nal crucible
Iy and Anne earl$ brandied off into a
saga about an island kingdom in the
Pacific called Gondal), this kind of meticulously researched and organiad book
is long overdue. For it provides very
useful and thought-provoking
family
trees for many motifs and characters in
the later, more public achievements.
Not just to an addict surely is it faw.insting - end what literary experience Is
all about - to discovw the Jane Byyra
Rochester
situation
occurring
long
before in Angria, centring on the story

talented family.” As a BrontE addict, I

tind everything they wrote fascinating,
and I also reject any notion of setting
them against each other in contestP they
never knew they were in.
As a matter of fact, of tbe 139 poems
Winnifrith reprints, one quarter, by my
count, have some flashing lines, or some
impressive intensities: “The landscape
wems n mean and phaeton hue;’ or
“The coral for the willow; for the turf
the tossing sea.” Charlotte is also excellent at mermaids who drag down false
lovers to suicide. as well as Titancss
figurer who speak from the night sky
(“Her
dusky
tresses,
dark
as
night/With
cresccm moon and stars
were bound”)
to a votary whose
thougbts have been “watered by la1
harp-like blast” of the same night wind
as wanders through many scenes in Jane
.@e and Fl’u’ullwIng H&/Us.
If in the other poems the gramophone
needle doesn’t quite seem to touch the
word, I argue that most of these were
intended only as pace-changers in the
prose saga of AngrIa that Charlotte
spent the tirst half of her life creating,
and this brings us to Christine Alex-

of a young tcacbw variously named Miss
.Wcst or Elizabeth Hastings. And it
occurs in Angria complete with gravestone inscribed “Resurgam”
and the
proposal by a young nobleman that.
since he cannot many a mere teacher.
could she instead become his mistress?
Id Jane Eyre, of course, “Resurgam” ls
the epitaph of Helen Burns, the saintly
school friend of the heroine; in BIllbeth Hastings’s story it is written over

the grave of RDoamund Wellaley, a
young woman seduced and abandoned
by Zamoma, who .is the king of charlone’s Angria and, despite all this, one
of her most beloved creations.
How did the Bmnt8 children get
started at creating a unique ticlional
world, a Tolkien Pelknvship long before
its time? Readers of Alexander’s book
will find that early in June, 1826, “Mr.
Bmnt8 attended a ClcricaI Conference in
Leeds, returning home that evening
laden with gifts for his children. He
bought a set of ninepins for Charlotte, a
toy village for Emily, s damzIng doIl for
Anne and a set of toy soldiers for Branwell. None of the children appears to
have been very interested in the nine
pins. the toy village or the dancing doll,
but the 12 toy soldiers pmduccd an
immediate reaction. Both Charlotte and
Bmmvcll record this famous event. and
we can see from Charlotte’s account, in
The H&my of Ihe Year. that she began
this game with enthusiasm:
When papa came borne it was nigh1 and
we were in bed, so next morning Branwell came to mu door with a box of
soldiers. Emily and I jumped out of bed
and I snatched up one and cxclalmed.
‘this is the Duke of Wellington! it shall
be minet’ Whm I said this Emily likb
wise took one and raid it slmuld be hers.
. . . Mine was the prettiest of the whole
and perfect in ewy part. Emily’s was P
grave-looking f&xv: we called him
Gravey. Anne’s was a queer little thing
very much like herself. He was called
Waiting Boy. Bnnwell chose Bonapart&
The choice of characters by the children
is significant. Charlotte and BramvcU
chose the two greatest historical antagonists of the age..”
What happens next, to simplify. is
that Charlotte and Bmmvdl never
stopped wvriting stories about the toy
soldiers, whose first adventure was the
founding of a settlement called Glass
Town on the west coast of Africa. As tbe
years went by, Wellington. in effect,
turned into a young Bymnic charismatic
called Zamoma whom Charlotte once
called a “den+god
in furs.” After

putting down a rebellion of natives led
by his fqster-brother Quashia, Zamoma

a&s as his rewardLOhave a kingdomall
his ow” calledAngda.
Branwell’s Napoleon goes through
wen nmre changes: imo Rogue, iao a
sadistic tormentor of children called
Pigiall, seven feel high, but eventually
setUl”gdown into a demonic nobleman
known as the Earl of Northangerland,
Alexander Perry. Percy, older than
Zamoma, both loves and hates his
younger friend, leads many rebellions
against both Wellingtonand Zamorns,
and eventually,in retallatio”for Zamor“a’s causing rhe death of his own
daughter. MariaPercy, has QuaPhiaput
out the eyes of Zamorna’s illegitbnate
son, Ernest Fittarthur.
To my mind that’s part of a pattern
ChristineAlexandercould have stressed
just a shade more, but - although she
doer with great skill manage to imply
sod suggestwhat Braowellis doing with
the AngrIans- her book is, afler aI&a
study of the youthful writingsof Charlotte. What the many addicts now need
is a study of Branwll’s equally huge
contribudon to the saga.Alexanderwill,
nest evidently,bring forth a” edition of
Charlotte’sjuvenilii for whichthis study
is bumductory. How long will we h!ve
to w”il before we can pot togetherwhat
all started with some JOYsoldiers?
And does it matter? it matters 10me
bccaoseI’m workingwith the composer
John Beckwith on a two-pmt musical

Zamoma and Percy. are really charlsmatic “humbugo.” Also, where Gance
avoids the sticky parts in which the
French Prometheus turns into a Jopiles
tyrant, Branwelland CharlotteInsist on
takina their heroes on into disillusion.
mIddj;-aged spread, and welldeserved
decredtude. Still. Charlotte’s Zamoma
cann& resist a nymphet, in this case a
love child of Percy’sknow” as Camline
VeIllO”.
As I recall, it is Branwdl who after
emphasizing for yeas rhe homoemlic
attmctio” betweenthe Iwo heroes finally
shows Zmnorn and Percy almost
meeting once m8re at a deserted manor
house - two extinct volcanoes- the”
de&dingnot to see each other againafter
all. Could these grisly psychological
nuances achmlly represent the truth
behind the social upheavals that have
wrackedus for the last two cmluries? It
would take children. M doubt, to spot
il.
Winnifrilh writes that “it is now so
rare to li”d the young interested in
poetry. . . .” I can? think of any more

th& yoke of the vls!asopened
up by both the.Bmnte books. For the
young Branwell has even, with great
forethought, provided a friend of
Qua&ii’s called “Boy lack.” 0
to
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matter to others be&& fmm-my own
rzadiw of the tranxripts kept at the
Bront8ParsonageMuseum,Haworth, I
conclude that the end result of the toy
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Under

the

vacuuwI
By Volker Strunk
A PortnIl of A”gelica/A Letter to
My Son, by George Ryga, Turnstone
Press, 118 pager, $8.95 paper (ISBN0
88801086 9).
IN n’s WINTEP.1982, Issue Canadian
published George Ryga’s
“The Villageof Melons:Impressions’of
a Canadian Author in Mexico,” a kind
of coda to Portrait of Angelica that
could have served well as the play’s
introduction. The introduction we get
illstead shows Rxza in his customan
posttire as pobii; crusader. full df
righteousimlignationon the subjeciof a
populist theawe in Canada. IL bristles
with such hair-raisingpronouncements
as “We must concern o”rseIves with
strenglhening the moral tibre of our
various peoples” and the reflecdo”
(which would have done Goebbels
proud) that “it is more important to
LilemIure

SHORT.

FICTION

Ii,%rand Pence, an epic that indirectly
concerns the cataclysmic changes
Europe went through after the French
quite seuled down. If so, I feel that the
Legendsof Angria have the right to be
moved from the background of Bmnt8
sadler to the foreground.
For one this, they are as fascinating
and infuriatingas Abel Gance’smasterpiece, the silent l3m epic rVapoleo,r,a
classicrecentlyrevivedafter beingpieced
together in just the same patient and
brilliant way Alexander has Integrated
the Charlotte Bro”t8 msnuscripts scattercd so far and wide. Gance’s film,
once as dismembered, mbxes camp
humour. wit, sadism, poetry, polilics,
Branw~lIand Charlotte do. It se& &
only way to describethe strangeand exasieating ambience of the “two
greatest historical antagonists of the
age.”
Charlotte, however,outreachesGance
at one point when somewhere in the
transcripts I read at Haworth she
remarksthat both the greatleaders,both

of Brunswick

Avenue

Katherine Govier
Fifteen stories that are perceptive reflections of modem relationships, tanging from those between lovers and spouses to mothers
and babies.
$6.95

The Street

Mordecai Richkr
A

witty and lively collection of stories of Richler’s childhood on St.
$6.95
Urban Street in Montreal.

have people with a positive and healthy
regard and pride in their history and
themselves.”
As the introduction we don’t get,
“The Village of Melons” is a very !nOving if impressionistic account of Ryga’S
Mexlc~” sojourn. Trflng to avoid the
“consunxr fascination with this ancient
wxld” -which he finds for inslanee in
Malcolm Lowry - Ryga stares with horror into the world beyond the bordertow” brothels, and chronicles the misery
of the peasants, their lives of drudgery
ameliorated only by a spirit of genero*~y
a”d humour. By stayiw in Mexico for a
while Ryga has, I s”ppose, bee” “ap.~~
of revel&o” about what it ls to -be
human in a universal sense,” though he
is cerminly no Ancient Mariner buttonholing his listeners. I” fact he is not tryinp to unload his stmy at all: his
rhetorical strategy is to give his acwunt
the imm of a pmspectus of the kind hy
which “You will discover . . .‘I; “YOU
will experience . . . “; “You may, if you
we fortunate, stumble into a primordial
darkness of spirit . . .” and so on. This
strategy, \which diminishes the “I” at the
same time as it gives the voice a prophetic quality, implies that tiie WCperirnee cannot be rendered
as a
I s”ppose this is what Ryga
-story:
means when he says that the “deepening
mosaic” of his observations “detied the
sequence of time and chronology.”
Ryga’s decision Lo dramatize his
doubts about form results in a dreadful
muddle of P play. Porlrait, like Ryga’s
earlier plays, shows the influence of
expressionist principles, though perhaps
his use of a quasi-epic narrator and such
features rs slides and sound effects are
not so much a bow to Piscator as t” the
U.S. playwrights of the 19Xls, with
whom he shaw a faint gesture Lowards
social commitment as well BS.alar, a distressing naive&
The “portrait” of the play’s title has
for its creat”r a young Canadian expatriate, Danny Baker, who in the end gets
swallowed up by it. AS Ryga’s stage
dir&cons stipulate, the tinal tableau
must have the effect of a threxllmensional holiday photograph in colour.
The photograph, with its suggeslions of
a picture portcard, certifies the CXp&ate’s experlmce; what renders the
tableau ironic is that Danny had COM 1”
the h~lexica” Lcnv” of Angelica not as a
writer of postcards but of a book, and
that the writing of a book rem&s a
desiderarum. For most of Ihe action we
see him writing letters to his mother in
Canada (who, incidentally, foots the bill
of her son’s journey). The letteis are
new Sent off. When he scatters his
papers it testifies that the world of
Angelica cann”t be mntained in letters
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or books: there are too many contradictions.
Because Dymy’s views of things are
not always uncontested - the cuckolded
tmv” cop I”& acts at times as a foil lo
Danny’s grosser imbecllitles - one is led
to expect something more substanlid
Lhan the vacuo”s results Rysa offers.
The play’s ambiguities cry out for a
dialectical structuring. but Ryga seems
content to leave the audience with a
welter of disconnected truths to which,
iion. Or are we? Are we not, rather, invited to accwt that no wnclusions can
be had?
The play’s suggestion that Angelica ls
a _~~~~~
“lace that ref”ses to be “unified” for instance by history - would no
doubt be more acceptable if it weren’t
put in the mouth of a” escapee fmm the
prospect of having Lo take over the
family’s shoeselling
businas.
Ryga’s
hem iv not much committed to anything,
and rigour obtains “either ln his woolly
diatribes against capilalisl enterprise “or
in his sympathy for the third-world pure
and poor.
What the play lacks mavt is the vision
of a pmtagonist who would live the
absence of insight in a manner less conspicuously de&mined by the author’s
own helplessness.
Danny,
Ryga’s
stumblebum
of a protagonist,
is a”
unlikely candidate for exposing the
vanities of inlellectual inquiry. And
J&4, Danny’s ostensible antagonist?

The implications of the fact that his
uncle was “the first Marxist mayor of
this tow”” are “ever broached; his chief
role seems to lie in purveying such folksy
wisdcms av “That which is real “ever
changes.” When a” old peasant woman
says “We are the people . . . we will endure,”
Jose seconds, for Danny’s
benefit, “Even when we fail to live up to
your expectations. . . . Can you forgive
us for that?”
That’s fine, I suppose, as a” injunction against the meddling of “halfgringos” Like Danny in the affairs of
other countries. But to put thii injune-
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tion in the mouth of a Marxist (by af-

tiliati”“) is a bit careless. and results in
the homogenization of attitudes that one
feels ought not to be homogenized.
Judged with the yardstick of Ihe Brechtian strategy of showing the world as
alterable, Ryga’s Porlmit is a muddle.
Though R&a, by his choice of title,
has not promised anything more substantial than. well, a ~‘por’tmit” of
which one had better not demand a”
ideological prospectus of a model situation, the play does nevertheless deal with
such issues av history. class. and property. These matters deserve more focused
attention than Ryga provides in a play
that all to” readily accommodates itself
ideologically
and dranmturgically
to
Jo&s dictum that it ls illegitimate to
judge or condemn one culture by the
standards of another, let alone by unlversa1 standards. I” the lingo of political
science this is known as the “incommensurability thesis”: a state of affairs
logically invulnerable from outside and
perpetually self-confirming fmm within.
A L.emr to Mu Son, the second play
in this wUe.ctlon, has as its theme Ihe
fears and self-doubts surrounding a” old
Ukrainian-Canadla
farmer’s attempts
at drafting a letter to his estnrnged son.
As Old Lepa evokes memories of his
wayward offspring and a hart of other
f@ure.s who have pec.pled hll past, they
duly materialize on Ihe stage. In a series
of flashbacks in which the past gets reenacted, the picture emerges of Old
Lepa as the.swvivor of many hardships
in the Timmins mines and on the
Prairies. His reliving of crucial incidents
fmm the past takes the form af a stocktakllg if not a confessional: the ma” we
see grappling with his small sueecsses,
his thwarted hopes. and liltle defeats of
life is about to die.
As far as the government of Canada is
concerned, he’s already dead. Or thal is
what the social worker tells Old Lepa
when he can’t produce “a recorded date
on which you were alive after your presumed death in the Tllmi”s
mine.”
Lepa’s confrontation
with the repre
sentatlve of federal officialdom provides
MM of the play’s lighter moments. The
method is of course transparent: what
more convenient seaffold to hang one’s
exposition on the” a social worka who
says “It would help if you could tell me
the names and whereabouts of surviving
friends you once had,” who wants to go
“Back to the beginning.” and inquires
“what happened u) your landing card?”
Ryga’s encomium
to a vanishing
breed ends with his hero’s .&defiant
laughter: “nce a fighter, always a
fuhter. The author’s sympathy for hi
subject is, alas, sabotaged by a spendthrift amOunt of cloying sentimentality,
a pull toward stereotype that only an
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ironic dramatargy could have redeemed.
While one could rvish that Ryga’s
language were less self-consciously
“poetic,” the real problem seems to lie
dswhere, in the tautologlcal bathos
foisted on a” audience by lighting and
sound eiiects that reveal Ryga’s fondness for mclodnuna. It is not enough for
Ryga to emphasize a strong speech
gc$turalIy (“Old Lepa throws up his
hands”); he must call for “Warrior
music” that “begins and builds softly,”
and let ewy nuance already quite suit%
ciently conveyed linguistically discharge
itself totally. 0

Three

Plays

by ‘Iinn

Howe,

Avon

Books. 221 pages, S4.95 paper (ISBN 0
380 c5001 x7.
wit POWERof defining art is vested in
art history, whose physical embodiment
is the museum.” Harold Rosenberg once
said. “Critical theories notwithstanding,
\:‘c know rhat is ti by the place where
vie find it.” Tina Have’s Museum will
be a very funny play to an audience for
rhich Rosenberg’s message is news. To
a large degree her spoof on contemporary art and its culture vultures ap
pears indebted to Rosenberg, though the
tone of her thinly veiled thesis-play on
the foibles of the howling phillltlnes
\?ho visit her museum (“pretty soon
there won’t be any facldng culture left”)
smacks suspiciously of the hatchet-jobs
Tom Wolfe has recently performed on
modem art and architecture.
Howe goes out of her way to demonstrate that hatchet-jobs can be fun - in
a sort of middle-brow fashion predicated on the assumptldn that the clues to
a culture axe to be found in Its manners
and mannerisms. One of the dramaturgical liabilities inherent in indiscriminately taking the piss out of the boors is
that it places the author securely on the
side of Great Art. As a result, Have’s
Kulchur-watch appears a trifle selfindulgent. Farce or not, one wonders
v:hy she should fed compelkd to mow
down only straw men.
The play’s tone ls set when a voice announces over the loudspeaker that Botticelli’s The Birth of Venus has bee”
attaclxd by a gunman. But How’s
museum (“second floor gallery of a
major American museum of modem art
on the final day of a group show, titled

‘The Broken Silence’ “) isn’t the Uffizl,
and the exhibits - through which the
audience is enwuragad to walk before
the play begins - aren’t Botticellii.
Much of modern art, to paraphrase
Rosenberg, ha the privilege of being
commonplace and boring. but it has
“either the right nor the power to c.c.eree
our interests by pretending to participate
in a grandeur it does not possess. This
puts Howe’s doddering museum guard
in a fll; for the museum in its function
as * levelling htstitution cannot, of
course. discriminate between a Botticdli
and modem works conceived as
rhetorIcal gestures.
Much of one’s interest is dissipated in
a series of vignettes “ever amounting to
more than camp whimsy. The reason lies
partly in Howe’s cast of thousands well, 38. The affect of their mischief gets
diluted beyond recognition. For example, when one visitor sneaks up to a” cxhibit and scribbles on a corner of the
cmwas, hi prank turns out to be gratuitous, since no one notices. Howe is a
very clever writer, but her vandal’s
pastaTe ls never allowed to make a larger
impact. Representational art rarely
tolerates accldent or mutilation: the
easiest way to destroy a portrait, Chekhov once remarked, is by cutting a hole
in it whare a nose had been and substitu-

ting an actual nose. We know that in this
respect, say, an abstract exprasslonist
canvas “tolerates” what a Rmnbrandt
couldn’t. This cannot be news to Howe,
who sadly parses up the temptation to
develop the imny that her scribbling
prankster “mutilates” a whire canvas.
That the play itsdf tolerates such
minor episodes is part of its pmblematics: it relegates it ta the sphere in
which works of art, including dramatic
artifacts,
become mere gestures,’
polemical acts whose rampant whimsy
subverts “tore serious implications. Bat
let’s not respond to a joke with a seral”“.
There is no hankerllg after pmfundity in The Arf o/Din/p. True to its
title, the play laudably attempts to
reverse one’s all-too-true impression
that in comparison to its hospitality to
boozers, the stage imm Shakespeare to
Pintu has been inhospitable to gluttons.
On-stage, a” actor may be allowed the
occasional morsel but, for obvious
reasons. the plats to attack the roast
beef is oii-stage. For a playwright intent
on showing that “t.mth will out.” drinking is a time-honoured convenient shorthand. The fog in O’NelU’sLong Day’s
Journey into Night is an appropriate
correlative to the characters’ increasing
inebriation. I haven’t heard of plays in
.
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“lt was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks
were striking thirteen. ”
Sound familiar?
If so, there are only 49 Penguin First Sentences to
identify between you and a trip to London,
England courtesy of British Airways. Contest ends
May 1, 1985. Get full details and contest entry
forms at your nearest bookstore.

whiih pea soup or mashed potatoes have
done the trick.
ln The Art o/Dining, Howe splendidly succeeds in creating a harmless action
both sad and funny in its depiction of
the attempts of a young m-lawyer and
his wife to run a snazzy restaurant in
their living-mom.
Unfortunately,
the
man of law turned maltre d’ is pathologically incapable of taking his fingers
out of the pot, slurping down the
Hollandaise before his spouse and
mistress of the oven range has a chance
to dish it out.
Having wvorked in kitchens, I take a
perwse deliit
in the play’s realism,
which goes so far as stipulating in the
stage directions that “Ellen has planted
a decoy pa” of lemon yoghurt for Cal to
drink [instead of the Hollandaise] so the
actor won’t die of heartburn.” Howe
shows considerable talent and wit in the
writing of small scenes that scrutinize the
foibles of the food faddists going gega
over Poulet Bonne Femme and Sole
Florentine. But on the whole - and in
spite of its ingenuity with respect to
“real” salmon and “real” sawes - the
play barely disguises its roots in the playwritiw workshop. Dramaorgically. The
Art of Dining is all fii and chips.
Painting Churches, the chef-d’oeuv%
of this collection, is a sturdier_play. Its
opening scene is hilarious to a fa”tl, but
just as one suspects the dull thud of farcical routine to assert itself. Howe turns
the action around and rev& that al the
bottom of her desk drawer marked
“easy chuckles”
there lurks more
serious busihess.
The play depicts the attempts of Margaret Church to do a portrait of her
parents, the more than slightly daft New
England poet Gardner Church and his
wife Fanny. “Mags.” in her 30s. teaches
art in New York and paints portraits.
“No one’s doing portraits these days.
They’re considered pass& I’m so out or
it, I’m considered in.” It transpires that
a lot of things are on the verge of becorning pass& By way of such lines as
“We’re under a time Ii&”
the old
Churches’ preparations for their lmmineat move to their retirement place in
Cape Cod accrete symbolic value. “I
have some wonderful news . . . amazing
news,” says Mags as she is about to
divulge that she’s bee” given a onewoman show in New York: “You’ll die!
Just fall over into the packing cartons
and die!”
The nwnemus references to death and
dying give the daughter’s homecoming
the status of a “last call.” Howe is a
good wordsmith, and her linguistic
versatility combined with a knack for
theatrical antics almost makes us forget
that w are watching a” analytical drama
intent on unravdling the complexities in

the relationship between successful artlstlc parent and artistic-yet-insecure
child.
Much of the surface hilarity-derives
fmm the resolute refusal of the rebellious (protestant) daughter’s progenitors
- the pillars (or shall we say spires?) of
New England high society with its insistence on catholic taste - to be “done.”
painted. “Do us. . . . What are you talking about? [. . .] While we’re trying to
move?” There’s no thought of moving
gently into that good night on the part of
Fanny and Gardner Church, who are
too busy to sit still for a portrait that
would tix them for posterity. Under the
threat of their daughter’s brush, they
revert to such antifs as posturing as
Grant Wood’s couple in American
Gothic. and the miming of Michelangelo’s Pie&
with Gardner lying
across Fanny’s lap as the dead Christ.
The trajectories of the wayward
daughter and the staid artist-father gone
ga-ga (Mum. it turns out, is just playing
crazy) are bound to meet. My resewation about Howe’s play is that she translates its linguistic pandemonium of puns
into stags action rather too well, too
symmetrically to convince one that the
warehouse
of her linguistic
and
theatrical gimmicks serve some larger
intellectual purpose. 0

Througha
glassbrighlly

lichens made a dramatic colour cornposition. I ran back to the house for the
battered twin-lens Rolleicord ca”wa my
father, an amateur photographer of long
standing. had lent me.
The colour slide 1 produced and
proudly entered in an amateur contest
attracted only the judge’s carping cornment, “Can’t tell whether the buttertly
or the stone ls the subjo here,” but no
matter. I was hooked. More and more of
the world around me suddaly gained a
new meaning through the square ground
glass of my view-finder. I began to tind
myself looking at nature for its photographic potential. not its own charms.
That obsession is celebrated in Priwte
Reait?~$of Light, a homage to Canadian
amateur photographers who were active
up to 1940. Seldom have amateurs of
any art been accorded such a thoroughly
research&d and elegant tribute as this.
These photographers are amatews 1101
in the pejorative sense but in the original
one.; this book (based on the exhibition
of tbc same na”x by the National
Photography C”llcctio” of the Public
Archives of Canada) contains, the editor
sajs, work “done ‘for the love of it’
with no eye for a commercial use.” The
members of the project decided to co”centrate on a few individuals who played
important roles in the advancement of
photography and the. amateur photo
culture of clubs and salo”s.
Tbe collection fills a previously invisible gap in the recording of our cultural
fabric. The work of most amateur lense“ten, however talented and technically
prot%ient they are, te”ds to be know”
only to their peers who read photo
magazines and attend exhibitions. It is

By John Oughton
Prlvats Renhns of Light, edited by
Lilly Koltun, Fitzhenry & Whiteside,
illustrated, 336 pages, $50.00 cloth
(ISBN 0 88902 744 7).
A LOYALIST tombstone
marked the
critical point in my photographic career.
Previously, 1 had bee” content with my
membership in the legion of Kodak
plastiocame.ra owners, S@Sk&
in
tourist and family shots distinguished
only by inadvertent
$pecial effects:
heads and arnx lopt to cropping, the
accidental double exposure, the vague
invading thumb, the background flagpole rising out of a friend’s brushcut like
a unicorn’s horn.
But one sunny morning in St.
Andre++bx-the-Sea.
an 1827 tombstone in the little Loyalist graveyard I
walked past every morning suddenly
stopped me. Against the grey backdrop
of its weather-beaten treeof-life car+
ing. a monarch butterfly and several

with justifmhle pride that Lilly K&u”
writes in her preface: “It is seldom that
researchers discover a rich and unknown
field of study. When they do, the zeal to
explore it is matched only by a” enthusiasm to communicate it to others.”

Our history of amateur photography
is also revealed to be longer than one
rould suspect. The first Canadian
amateur, Joly de LolbinBre. got his
hands on a daguerrotype camera just
months after its invention in 1839, and
\~‘cnt off to Egypt Lo photograph the
ruins. Since then. many of hi successoti
have concentrated on things closer to
home: their own Families, Canadian
Iandrcapes. and the flotsam and jetsam
of domestic life. For images of how
Canada and Canadians once looked,
Priwe &aims is an invaluable storehouse.
Some of there photos - Alexander
Henderson’s
landscapes, Richard
Roche’s photographs of ships and West
Coast lndkms, Henry Joseph Woodskle’s Klondike views - have already

been widely reproduced. But most have
long been hid&n in Family or museum
collections. They are reproduced here in
warm duotone. There are 1o my eye
some great discoveries - Harold Kells’s
dated but sdll powerfol nude studies,

Leslie Saunder’s soFt and sensual work,
Clifford Johnston’s powe.rFul abslraetions of traffic and ships. Johan
Helder’s magnificent Brooklyn Bridge,
Geraldine Moodie’s unpretentious portits of Inuit.
The roughly cluonological orgsnization of the book shows tbsr Canadian
amaleors generally FolIowed international trends. Photoemphic Fashion
began with delight in tie hetail obtainable with the new process, shiFted to the
impressionistic neo-palntaly look OFthe
Pictorialists. and returned in the 1920s

to the super-realism of the F64 group.
However. many Canadian amateurs
were ahead of their pmfessional peers in

trying new things, whether colour
photography or the 35mm camera. A
collection of colour images using such
Forgotten processes 85 Omniwlore and
Autochrome, ends with a carbro print of
a woman in yellow sunglasses that could
grace a New Wave album coyer today.
The documentation, de&n. and production of the book confirm that it, like
amateur photography, is a labour of
love. IL rates among the hesr of the gift
books produced endrely in Canada that
I have seen, and is a fitting tesdmonial to
what one reporter called the “knights
and ladies of the Kodak” who ventured
Forth to record our nation with no
thought of Fillancial-d.
0

With the death of Glenn Gould we lost
not onlv a flne musician but also an essayist
of wit, daring, energy, and elegance
5y %.W.PcLx
The Glenn Gould Render, edited by
Tim Page, Lester & Orpen Denny.%,416
pages. S24.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88619 080
0).
Converations wilh Glenn Gould, by
Jonahan Colt, Little, Brown & Co.
lMcClelland B Stewart), 160 pages,
59.95 paper (ISBN 0 316 157767).
~:~‘HEN
GLENNGOULDdied, on Oct. 14,
19g1, his articles, reviews. liner-nora.
self-interviews and
conversations,
polemics, mere uncollected, scatlewd in
magazines, reviews, and newspapers. I
bad kept over the years a small clipping
file of Gould’s public literary musings;
they were random, out of order, seemingly disconnected in the variety of styles
and voices Gould employed to attract or
repulse his Fans and critics.
Even in this haphazard Form, Gould’s
written owput had something powerful
and real about it that made me hunger
For more. And then there was Gould
himself: the solitary outlaw of St. Clsir
Avenue. 1 had grown up watching him
and listening to him on CBC-TV playing
and explaining (and endlessly talking
about) Bach and Scriabin and Stratus
(Richard). His intense articulate expressions OF ideas, his idiosyncralic opinions, even his appearance - with his
swatters buttoned up in a dishevelled
fashion, his peculiar personae, like Ted
Slot& the New York City cab driver (dw
ing h11rlon Brando, doing James Dean),

and Sir Nigel Twitt-Thornwaite, “the
Dean of British Conductors” - made
him, For me. irresistibly interesting.
Legends abound: Gould appearing at
all hours of the night at Z-hour coffee
and doughnut shops (I imagined a
scenario: Gould in scarf, gloves, overcoat; it is July, and steamy and hot; the
night people sulking over thick coffee
and doughnuts that taste like sugared
paper; and one of the premier interpre.tna OFBach rambling on about tape
edits, Wagner, and the writings of
Hermann Hesse): Gould driving his car
through the northland, always in the
dark. over bumpy roads. gloved hands
se”suously attached to the steering wheel
so that he could “Feel the vibrations”;
Gould sineinn Mahler leider to the nirafFesat To&&
Metro Zoo; his 10; For
the suburbs, for Holiday Inns, For radios
and televisions: Gould driving his
motorboat in circles on the lake near his
cottage to scare away all the fishermen;
Gould’s controversial refusal to appear
on the public performing stage.
And then the imny of his recording
career: he began in 1955with a firm. Fast
version of The Goldberg Variations, and
hi career was completed with a second,
slower, more meditative interpretation
of the same music in 1982. The patterns
seem planned; but Gould was a greal

believer in order and balance and clarity,
in the Great Bass, or line. OFmusic and
thought. Ratio-n&y. McLuhan called
this. Glenn Gould was the rarest of

things: a serious artist. His life assumes
the slructure of variations, of themes
slated, enlarged, countered by ielated
times, developed, expanded and then.
mysleriously, resolved.
Now comes 771.~GIenn Gould Reader
and Convemadom with Glenn Gould.

Previous conlact with Gould’s writings
or words does nol prepare you For the
effect of reading these volumes. They
are, Lo pul it mildly, rich reads.
The books remind us that For the
serious artist little can be finally resolved. Page has re-paged Gould’s
writings For the past 23 years, and
gathered everything together that is
“publishable.” He has arranged. the
writings into a thematic order. They ye
grouped around inevitable headings Prologue, Music. Performance, Media,
and Miiellany. All the Familiar pieces
Fmm the magazines. are here: “The
Search For Petula Clark,” “Stokorvski
in Six Scenes,” “Streisand as Schwa-zkopf. ” “The Idea OF North”; the linernotes For The Goldberg Variations and
The Art of the Fugue; book reviews of.
biographies of Mahlw and Schoenberg;
his polemics against Chopin and the
later Mozart. Iconodartic quotables
swarm in the interviews: “IF 1 hear

another bier of the Rmim, I’ll scream”:
Mozart’s “G-minor Symphony consists
of eight remarkable measures. . . surrounded by a half-hour of banality.”
There are philosophical reFlections on
recording techniques and the necessity

A probii yet affecIjonate look
at the land and the people.
*vt is refreshing to have a Uvely,
book, The
Canadians, by an intelligent

knowledgeable

journalist. sympatheticbuthacdly
uncritical about out very own
cam&n
conundmms. That it
happens to tie by an American,
reaching us even as our new
government is reviewing out
tangled love-hate relationship
wkh the Goliath to the south, also
makes it timely.”

.

The story of the
Roman Catholic Church
in Newfoundland & Labrador.
Numerous

illustrations.

pecial feature: Colour portfolio Of
John Paul II in Newfoundland.
$50.00 deluxe edition

of the studio; mediationson the role of
art and artists today; apologia for
Schoenbag, and assaults on Stravinsky.
What caught me unprepared about
the book is that I was again made aware
of how gifted and dcxtrous a v/titer
Gould was, and, for the first time, of
how subtle and slippery his tone is. He
“ever himolf saw a volume through
publication. As far as I know, he never
w,“tcd to. He was content to leave
evcrythling in piers. For a ma” who
spent a lifetime reordering, rcintcrprcting, rethinking everything that had
to do with music. this is a shock. For the
writing throughout The Glenn Gould
Reader shows that with his passhtg we
not only lost a fine musician and contmvbrsial presence but an essayist of wit
and daring, energy and elegance. The
essays challenge., entertain, and in an
unexpected way profoundly disturb.
The essay form is. other than the
novel itself, the most flcxlble approach
to prose. To LFFoi(old French) is to test,
to try, to examine. In a time when forms
arc intersecting, collapsing, interruptiw
each other, and essays now read llkc
novels and novels read like essays
(witness Milan Kundcra’s recent The
Unbeamble Lighfnes OJ Being), it has
been the enormous- malleable qualily of
prose that has given it the exciting.
unmpcctcd dash of hope for contemporary writing.
It has long been a pet mncclt of mine
that prose in Canada has been sadly
undistinguished. There has yet to be a
grerit prose line established as one may
find a poetic line. There arc few mod&.
This lcavcs the aspiring pmsewltcr
adrift. Curiously, the two Canadian
intellectuals who have most influcnccd
my own interest in the essay arc Glenn
Gould and Pierre Elliott Trudeau. They
form a” authentic tradition of probing,
chaIle”ging and galvanized language.
Yet the two are not studied in this liiht,
or -as far as I know-even
considered
as literary mtn. They were indeed hllhly
literary.. And this was partly a sour= of
their public fascination and influential
power. For anyone who is Iiterate in this
late part of the 20th ccntwy ls automatically a solitary outlaw. He is a
dangerous desperado, a stranger in a
svBngc land, indulging in what Gould
himself refers to as “the Quirk Quaticnt.”
All sorts of peculiar things happen
when you arc literate. You have, for
instance. an assumed anaIytical ability
that lends a degree of distance and
clarity to your view. You arc given a
stand; you also. abruptly (it sccnx t6
others) have the ability to snap your
audience into some participatory stance.
Essay prose can serve this taclicai functio” of managing the writ&s
and

reader’s sensibilities and attention which has, these days, for the latter,
approximately the concentration spa” of
a gnat. But for prose to serve this function, whctha in fiction or the essay, it
must have
(a) A vital language in constant
action (music);
(b) A cultivated audience (reception);
(c) The freedom in which to work.
and be disseminated (uansmission);
(d) A” inteUcctua1 and verbal inheritan~e (ideas. stories, myths).
If this seems to be too much of a”
aside, let me point out that thmughout
Gould’s essays we arc rcpeatcdly rcminded of .the importance of what
Gould calls the “rich tonal vocabulary
of an inhcritancc.” Gould has little to
say about writing itself. He witcs by
analogy: his dissectionsand explorations
of music and musicians and the
phenomenon of rcmrding have a deep
relationship with the struct”re and conveyance of written communication.
For Gould’s concern \VBScommunick

Lion itself. His rejection of the concert
stage reflected a desire to, as tbcy now
say. “get into” the music-the
“unsubstantial,” “the disembodied” spirit of
an, “the realm of technical transcendence,” to Tmd a style that has “unity
through intuitive perception, unity of
zh;vyl
scrutiny, mellowed by mastery

. . . .”
There
is in his writings
the
desperado’s need to shake up points-of-

view and find some sort of astonishing
union between projector, creator. and
rcccivcr. He seems to have fled contact
to find a sounder contact; hc secmcd to
bs tilling the airwaves with music, verbal
jazz, and wntrapuntal voices. asking
(perhaps indirectly): Is anyone, anywhere., actually out there? Did he !ind
the contact he de&cd?
These two books, structured on
Gould’s behalf by others, give us a
strong sense of his stylistic and verbal
inherltancc, tmd of the rhythms of his
communicative drive; for example, from
“A Hawk, A Dove., and a Rabbit called
Franz Josef ‘:
I” many respects,indeed.Schoenberg
was the stuff of which Km Russell
screenplays
are made. DeapheB reladvely quiet life on the domcsliefmnr (1~0
wives, live childrc”. severaldogs, one
rabbit). he gave full rein tc a” ego of
Wagnerian pmponions. In 1921. when
he formulated the welve-lone technique. he modestlydeclaredthat “I have
ensured the supmnacy of German
music for the next hundred yean.!
(Reviewer’s nob: Would you believe
thiny-five?) A compulsivetweher and
lawgiver, he becameobrased with the
Idea that his studentswould cndeavour
to usurp hb authority and praempt bib
innovatory claims. “Told Webern
about short piecer. . . Webern slarlr

wbins shorter and shorler oiecc folk+
all my developmenis (erastxrrae,, . . . . Webern seems to have
uwd twcl~e tow5 in some of his compositions - whhour telling me [italics
Scbocnbcrg’s]. . . Wcbern mmmiucd

many ccts of intidelby wbh the intcnlion of making himself the innovalor.”
Here is Gould at his wittiest and his
most cutting, “sing his own reputation
to expert effect:
\Vhile alive. Webern was of inlercst
only to cotlcaguer: his posthumous
canonization was primarily an acknmvledgcmcnt of the ideas engendered by
his werk end only rccendsrily PItribulablc to the works per se. (N.B. to
G.G.: File under “Controversial
Pronounccmcms” and prcparc d&nsire posters.) Hindemith. on the other
hand. elvay~ bad e public - not.
txrhapr. the con of public that would
turn up prcrold for the premiere of P
Showakovich symphony, no matter
rhat rebuffs Tovarlch Dmitri’s last cffort might have suffcrcd via Pmvdaand

the Prcridium. nor the sort that would
attend ct the Royal Albert while Sir
Adrian hnd a ge at RVW’s new opus.
sccurc in the knowlcdgc that even if the
Fourth did defy good breeding and
voice leading as the academy dccreed.
the chap is one of us and. given that,
Nostalgic Waivs Ihe Rules. (N.B. to
G.G.: File under ‘Totentlal Puns” and
prcpnredefensive posture.)

Not ewything in the volume sparkles
rith such sarcastic splatdour. The liner
note from The Goldberg Variadons has
a sober serenity, and the notes on

Schoenberg arc f&d with cool. acute
analyses of that composer’s ideas and
forms. Indeed. and should pay particular attention to what Gould has to
say about Schoenberg, because he is a
musician that Gould, both in his ideas
and recorded performances,
closely
identitied himself with. Gould himself
makes reference to the impact of
Thomas Mann’s Dr. Fauslus, and
especially Mann’s rendering of the
demonically
possessed artist figure
Adrian Lcvcrkiihn on Schoenberg. We
can draw inferences fmm this that
Gould was fascinated by the isolated
composer-visionary of Mann’s imaginelion who attempted to transform the arts
of hi day, sold his soul to the devil, and
ended in madness.
Gould’s style is shaped for eompre
hension; he is conscious of who his work
is for: the general rcader. His tone is
public and popular. As teelmical and
esoteric as Gould can get, there is a
tremendous readability to his words and
ideas. Ccnain pieecs explore the potential of withtg by music: Gould employs
shifting tones of voices, quotations.
porenthescs, jokes, teasing wordplays,
alternating
short
sentences
with
lengthier ones, using preludes end
codas, section cuts, ellipses. eonmtes,

and periods for an oral effect (to mark

the rests and stops), abrupt paragraph
breaks. and - perhaps his favourite
rhetorical device - the Long, detailed
list. Following the techniques of s&c.
he ehangcs harrative personae. adopting
an accented mask, and then criticizes his
own cxecsscs and failings. Turn to soy
page and you will find Gould jazzing up
his diction and syntax, doing everything
he can to make the proseinvolved, to
make it individualized. to make it move.
Here is a samplefrom “An Argument

for Richard sttauss”:
The erect thing abeut the mcrie of
Richard Strauss is that it prcscnts and
substantiates
an argument which
trancccnds all the degmatismr of cr! all questions of style and taste and
idiom - all the frtvolous, effete prc.
eccupations of Ihe chmnategist. It
p~cnts to us cn example of the man
who makes richer his own time by not
bctng of it; who speaks for all gcncntions by king of none. II is Ihe “ltimale
argumcet of individuality - an erg”meet that man can crcac his own synthesis of time wbhoul being bound by
the conformities that time imposes.
Which brings me to a fascinating
uneasinessthat results
in the careful consideration of The Glenn Gould Reader
and to a lesser extenf, the Conrwsutions. The turbulence of his prose style,
the elaborate convulsions of meaning
and innuendo, suggesta ma” locked into
a struggle with something that is never
quite said. There is a battle for attention
going on in these peges. Gould repeatedly refers to his d&c for repose and tran-

CiUtdlNAL9 IN LOVE. winner of the
1884 Chalmers Award. ts the smash hit
of the 1ng4-85 thearc se&on. It’s
Ccergr F. Walker? most po~ulcr pay
cvcr,audanewCaMdtrmclcs#ic.
Nom alrallablejmm PUCI
Paperback $4.95

quillity. His rejection of the concert
stage was determined in part because he
disliked “exhibitionism” and “worldly
hedonism” and wished to achieve what
he calls “ecstatic contemplation.” The
effect of his style, however, is anything
but tranquil. It is, on the cattray,
tumultuously energetic, at times stormy.
always full of forward movement. Them
are occasions throughout the Reader
when the prose is at odds with the cotttent.
The thiik layers of 19lh-century
prose.with its extended paregraphs and
innumerable asides, seems almost wilful
in its attempt to arrest his own push.
Paradoxically, it’s as if in the latter pert
of his career he longed for something he
could “ever truly achieve. . . but what?
Transcendence? Peace? When you will.

the late perfonnanee of The Goldbrrg
Variations.
with
its exaggerated
dynamics and tempi, or the unreleased
version of Wagner’s Si&ied
Idyll, conducted at a glacial pace by Gould, or his
declaration that he was giving up the
piano for composing and conducting,
&chological &te he was in toward the
end of his life.

JOHi=l
SEVUELL

John Sewell debunks popular

mythsweholdaboutthewaythe

practices.
6.95oaoer

.

There speculations arc fuelled by Tim
Page’s arranging the Reader thematically and not chronologically. Dates arc
provided at the bottom of the page, so
the reader can be left to do some d&cctive v:ork. What you find is fhat the
essays wirten in the 1970sat the height
of his reclusivcncss are far more
stylistically abandoned and reckless than
those picccs written in the 1960s and
’50s. If the Reader had been arranged
chronologically, we would have been
exposedfo an explicitaulobiographiwl
pattern. The effect of this would have
been, without a doubt, intriguing, and
finally, saddening. For the later essays
arc indeed drive” in part by Gould’s
desire 1o escape time. the judgcmcnt of
history, “mere chronology.” Gould
spenf his life pufling on the European
coordinates of culture. He wlshcd lo be
ahistorical. a Lransccndcni player.

Typically, when he refers to Canada,
ir is. generally speaking, only as ground
- mere space, “The Idea of North,” a
sort of silent emptiness. And in the latter
version of the Goldberg Variafions we
hear in the aria a conccr” for the space
between rhc riots as we never have
before. Arrest, rest. Enigmatically,
disturbingly, he was “building into art a
component thar will enable il Lo preside
over its own obsolescence. . . .” He was,
it seems, looking for something beyond
trying to make Ezra Pound’s
“oaradisc/terreslre.”
With his
telephone relationships, personal isolation. insistence on electronic recording,
it’s as if he personally aspired to a co”&
lion of music. But he could not stop
whal was, apparently, possessing him
into a” early grave. Thus the only possible rest was, and had Lo be, silence.
Cott’s Conwsotions is affordable

and has some fine photographs. The
Reodsr has a prohibitive cost; the typb
setting is small and sometimes wearying
Lo the eye; the volume itself is perhaps
Loo bulky for easy access or transport?.don. Still, it is worth the expense: Gould
has a vocabulary that makes most co”temporaries look anacmic. Nor,does one
have to agree with all he says to find
pleasure here. For to be in complete
accord with his strong opinions would
be to have missed the point.
Glenn Gould Was pursuing. or being
pursued by, “some primeval curlosily
which seeks to uneovcr in the relations
of statement and answc~,” as he himself
writes, “of challenge and response. of
call and of echo the secret of those still,
desert places, which hold the clues to
man’s destiny bur which predate all
of
his
creative
rccolleclion
imaglnalion. . . .” •i
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‘It’s utterly irrelevant for an audience
what an artist stands for. What you try to dd is

reveal the ways in which reality works’

I Pomuh ofaSpy(l983). Salutin is

of hi joumaliun, collected in Morghzuf
Notes (Lester & Orpen Dcnnys. 19841,
originally appeared. Born in Toronto in
1942. Mutin Livedin the United States
for 10 years, part of which he spcnl
studyiw theology in New York. (He
descrlbcs his discovery of Canadian “ationalism - which preoccupies much of
his writing - as a “conversion.“) He
now lives in Toronto, where he was
interviewed by Shcrie Posesorski:

a” outspoken social commcntator, closely associated for the last
decade with Thbkfngazine, where much

Books in Canada: E.L. Dodomw has
soid thot he considers it the writer’s obii-

A PLAVWRIGHT.
Rick Salutin ls
perhaps best known for Les Gmodiem, written “with an assist
from Ken Dryden,” for which he
v:on a Chalmers Award for the
best Canadian play of 1978. The
author of such other plays as Fansben (1972). 1837: The Farmem’
Revolt t1973. and fin collabora-

s

own inner @Je and the sodat.
politico1 and economic circumstances of
his outer I@. How important 0 tbat to
yOU?

Rick Sslulln: There is the automatic
assumption that social subjects arc not
topics for a&de trcnlmenl - that they
make for bad art. Let’s say that a journalisr is trying to sell a piece - a” expos8
on the Canadian elite. He gets lumcd
down by editors. The” he ties to sell a
piece on someone’s sexual identity crlsii
and it sells. So he gels the message either he starts selling those articles that
will make him a living or he turns to
joumaliSm that only legithnlzc~ a prepondcrcncc of private themes. It’s infuriating - the smug division people
make between their private and social
lives. They retreat - both on a personal

.
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and national level - and become grate
ful that it ls not as bad here as in the rest
of the world. But we can’t just isolate
ourselves. AU those forms of isolation
are a method of self-mutilation, sclfdenial. It’s like sayiw there are lhings
out thcrc thal we don’t want to know
about - starvation in Ethiopia, the
police state in Chile - so M’s just nol
acknowledge them. People arc snipping
their tieings in half, and so arc left living
only partial lives.
BiC: The articles coikted bi Marginal
Notes explore the concept of marginality
and its retationship to Canadian culture.
Can you d&a? marginality7

Salufin: In one form or another, all the
pieces deal with what is dlstinctlvcly
Canadian about marginality. By marginality, I mean simply the holding of op
position views. In Canada, we have such
a rigid and caclusivc mainstream that
any opposition vlcwv~ointsarc consigned
to the margin. There is no room for
serious, princlplcd opposition. 1t’i
embarrassing that wc lack Ihc alremativc
mainstream journalism that appears in
the U.K. and U.S.A. Not only do we
lack a ~Uage Voice3 a Mother Jonas,
but even magaaines as mains_
as
The Atlantic, or Harpers. Why7 11’shistotically rooted. Canada \VBOfounded
by those people who chose to move so
they could defer to authority, rather
than take a defiant stand in the
American Rcvolulion. I know that

.i. .. _-_.. ,_. . . ..~-_ _r_.
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sums sa long ago. but that attitude
became the foundation of the dominant
ideology in Canada - the respect for
authority. If you search historically for
the point at which that ideology was
overthrown. I don’t think you can find
it. W’r are still living it.
5iCz Is Ihe eucrnbuziion of thpt ideology
w aim of your work?

Salutin: It is the work of a lifetime to
confront that centrality. That’s more or
less what I’m interested in doing. All the
pieces in Margim7l Notes are my attempls to understand why people act as
they do in our society, why they accept
vzhat the accept, and what are the
forces that really move them. For
exsunple. in a piece on the New Right, I
wanted to e?iplorewhy a group of people
supported projects that are fundsmentally against their own best interest.
Cie’: How do you a&eve such o clearS
accessibleprose sole?

Szlutin: It’s not a trick. Clarity in style
comes from clarity of vision. I admire
the style of Bertrand Russell and George
OnveIl bccause’they manage to m?.ke
an)’ muddle-headed idea sell clear, and
for their confidence in their writings. I
guess when you are clear about what you
think and why you think it, you write
clearly. At that point, the distinction betree” style and content vanishes.
EiCz What is the appeal in wilingplays?
!%lalin: I have a resistance to writing
poetry, novels, because their baslr lies
on the delusion of the author that he ca”
control ewy aspect of his creation v:hich corresponds to the myth of lndividualism: that any individual is free to
do rhatever he or she wants to do. The
creation of a play is a soclal action, in
the face of all those forces that atomize
and prlvatizc oar lives. It is an affirmation of the social character of our lives.
You write a script, but the play doesn’t
exist until your script combines with actors. the production staff, audiences.
Same has described theatre as the pm
eminent political force of ZOth-century
Life. Theatrical experience asserts the
insistently social aspects of our lives.
EIC: In rhe 1930$ the German director
Erwin Piscator declared that the prime
aim of tkeutre in modem s&eIy .% I0
make political statements. Do you
03mc?

Sduli”: No. You don’t get anywhere
conveying political or social messages.
Suppose you chose a socialist message.
You pm on a convincing play. People
cztch it and are converted. The mxt
day, they go to watch a play perfomxxl
by a right-wing theatre group. Either
they are reconvened or they become
cynical about the whole process. It’s ut
tcrly irrelemnt for an audience what a”
artist stands for. What you try to do is
reveal tbe ways in which reality works.
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By revealll what b normally hid&n,
you pmvide audiences with a better
understanding of how the world works.
so they become better equipped to make
decisions in that society.
Bit2 Roland BarIhes has wilten that
socirrl myths give a natuml and eIernd
juHii/iclion
to h&rical
forces. All
your plays -mine
0 formofcollective
mythology. be iI the mythology of the

Family Compact in 1837 or IheMontreal
Canadlens in La Canadiens. W& ip
that examination important?
Snluti: The strenglh of any

mythology
ties in the fact that it doesn’t appear as
such. By writing about It, you tty to
make people mvare that it is a mythology
- only one possible response to a given
reality. In S: PwImit Of A Spy, Ian

individual of livingout themythologyof
espionage and what it does to him when
he takes it seriously. It destroys his marriage, his job, his sense OFhimself.
BIG: What is the atImctlon of writing
hlstoriml plays?

S&tin: History is a process that impinges on us dally and makes us what we
are. The problem is that most people
picture history spatially, regarding it as
something back there in the distance.
You can use the analogy of the pmeess
of classic psychoanalysis to explain the
relationship. The resistance people e.xperience in psychoanalysis is their
rdiisal to acknowledge the fateful
strength of their own individual history
on the person they are now. The analyst
fghts their resistance, to make them
aware of how their past is determining
all their de&ions. Extend that to Canadian history: peapIe respond by negating
the force of history, by belittling its effects. I” my plays I \vant audllces to

The Callaghanplrtrtmrh, Morky,

Labowed 0, pmse Ihal wns sore&~
OuI offashion and da&d
And yet iirilr/ed
A crtIical/ew:
MomlirlJ who
Found Iris view
Of Gad
Odd.
THE SPLEMIID specimen quoted

above is a nonet. a nineline rhyming
verse each line of which has one
syllable fewer than its predecessor, so
that the “umber of syllabks descends
from nine to one. Contestants are invited to compose similar nonets that
comment on well-known Canadllns
living or dead, whose name must appear in the first line. The prize is $25.
Deadline: May 1. Address: CanWit

-.

experience history as something that
constantly dbwts their present.
Bif.2 In Nathan Cohen: A Review, one
senses that you identifv stmngly wiIh
him.

Saluti”: I admire him intensely and
think I understand certain thii about
him. But I don’t feel like I want to carry
on his mantle. What I admire about hi
is how strongly he cared about Canadian
cultore. Not just in relation to his own
career or for recognition. He brought to
hi witlugs about culture a sense of exuberant solemnity.
BiCWhy doyourplqysfocur
gate p.?rsom7llues?

on aggm-

SaIatin: I grew up in the ‘SOS,in a
middle-da% family in one of the smuggest suburbs in Canada. I had no sense
of social totality or solidarity. One of the
great revelationa of my life was that I
could connect beyond my own isolation.
And in that social collectively become
myself more. Bob Galney Ipmfkd in
MarginuilNoIav]expressed this more doquently and clearly than anyone I know.
He had the perfect sense that he became
the persona! Galney best by integrating
himself with thc.Montreal Cmmdlens. I
take delight in those connections. 0

MAY I MAKE a few conune”ts on George
Gait’s generally positive review of my
latest book, Canadian Litemw Landmarks (January-February)?
The price is given as $35.00. and that

No. 101, Books in Canada, 366
Adelaide Street East, Toronto
M5A 3X9.
Results of CanWil No. 99
RESPoNSEs
To our request for terms
of political corruption drawn from
Canadian politics were somewhat
undetwhelming. (Can it be that in
Canada polltlcd corruption doesn’t
exist?) At any rate, the winner is Alec
McEwen of (!ittl”gly) Ottawa, for a
list that indudes:
0 Duplessily:govanment by padlock
0 Fnwesutism: preferential jail trcstme”t
0 Pennnfms(: Ontario’s p0sbw*r
rulingdynasty
17 Rm6gade:A renouncerOFpmvlnclxl
separatism
:

is ccrrect. But that is the price of the
hardbound edition. For those readers,
like myself, who travel rccncmy, the
paperback price - $19.95 - should also
be given.
So cager is Gait to prove himself up to
the task of preparing his own guide to
litemry sites rhat he neglects tc mention
twc of the most important components
of my book. Ncwhed does he mention
that the book has 650 black-and-white
illustrations, or that it has an index of
4,SOOentries.
He does the reader, the user, and the
author a disservice by dwelling on what
he calls at cue point lhe “personal
touches” and at another the “eceentricities.” I hwe no objection to slressing
these after all, I knowingly and
cunningly included sane eye-catchers but they should not be stressedwithout
sta,ing that the mainstream writers and
their sites dominate the book. He does
not mention the treatment given to L.M.
Mcmgomery, Srephen Leacock, Irving
Laymn. Earle Bimey. Hugh Ma&ennan, Margaret Laurence. . . to name but
si.. major writers given major treatment.
The accent is not on eccentricity but on
the range and wonder of Canadian
literature.

Canada. In the magazine world’s perennial battle of style versus content YOU
have managed tc~createa productive and
enjoyable truce.

serge Lavcie
Bxecutive Director
Canadian Booksellers Association
Toronto
to Rick Jsccbson
and Laura Fernander for their excellent
cover design on the January-February
issue. It couldn’t be better cr more
appropriate for your publication. If they
can top Uds initial illustration. they are
due for furlher congratulations. 1 catainly have no wish for them to become
redundant, but in my opinion, this could
be a permanent ccver illustration for
Book in Canada.
J.R. Cowan
Milton, Ont.
~~NGRATUL.ATIO?~~

new format.
I,, the January-February issue, under
Books Received yc” list me as the autbchor
of The Lut Domino. The correct title is:
America,
the Last Domino:
U.S.
Foreign Policy in Centml Amerlm
Under Reqan.
stall Perky
L.lKe THE

VZIW3UV.3
George Gait replies: Cclcmbo’s letter
wins r little mere attention for Litemv
Landmarks, but I must point cut that it
answers ncne of the very specific criticisms rvbicb went far beyond hi
quirkiness - made in my review. One
can only assume the author thinks these
criticisms ye valid.
UrJaa. c3wJ wwaxx
JUST* WORD to congratidate you on the
new look and ccntent of Books in

Classified
rates: $8 per line (40
characters to the line). Deadline: first of
the month for issue dated fcllcvring
month. Address: Socks In Canada ClassIfied. 386 Adelaide Street East, Tcmntc
M5A 3X9. Phone (415) 363.5425.
OLD AND RARE BOOKS. Canadiana
catalcgues. Herltage Socks, 866 Palmerstcn Ave., Tcmnto. Ont. M6G 2.92
USED LAW EODKS. 30 day free examination. Write J.L. Heath, 66 Isabella St.
9105. Toronto M4X iN3.922.QS49.
PRIVATELYIMPORTED. French & German
WINES.
50 award aInnIng
Small
pmducers’ gems. Ask for free Ilst. Also
wine tasting slide seminar avaIlable at
your homelclub. P. SallIe, 8 Lauderdale,
qramplcn, Od. l5V 287.
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xx6 FOLU)WINO Canadian books were
reviewed in the previous issue of Books
in Canada. Our recommendations don’t
necessarily reflect the reviews:
PIIXION
S,orier by CanadianWomen, editedby ti
may Sullivan, Oxlord. Though Sullivan
mlgb, have beenmore ventumcme in her
choiceof wakers. this hlloriwl ovuvlm
- from Isabella Valancy Crawford to
Dianne Brand - is a vronhy introduction
,c Canadian women’slicdon, if not a swprise.

NON-FICTION
The Cnnadln~Prairies:AHLtoq,by

Gerald
Friesen. University of Tomnto Press.
Wlrhou, indulging in mys,ificaticn.
Ihrough his personal love for the subject
Friesendemcnstralesthr4 the Prairieshave
experienced a much more complicated
historythan we are normallyled to believe.

Wdr

POETRY
for ElephnntMan, by KcnnelhSher-

man, Mcsaic Press.Shermanis capableof
graceful shifu of ulna and swle, mixing
hisloricalquo,a,lcns wilh &ram and his
own prc,eanvuse LOcreatea kaleidoscopic
and engmssingmelaphorfrom ,he tragedy
that was the ElephantMan.

THE ALLOWING
Canadian books have
been received by Books in Canada in
w.xnt weeks. Inclusion in this liit does
not preclude a review or notice in a
future issue:

..

COASTAL

DRIVE

In search of British Columbia’s elusive ‘literary community’
By Eleanor

TORONTO

Wachtel

ANNEXATION

An inner-city neighbourhood

in fiction and fact

By Sherie Posesorski

BRAVE NEW AGE
George Woodcock on Ralph Gustafson
Reviews of new books by Neil Bissoondath, Morley Callaghan,
Guy Gavriel Kay, Anna Porter, Leon Rooke, and much more

Available in better
bookstores everywhere
or delivered directly
to your home.
Nine times a year.
Shouldn’t you subscribe now?
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A history in maps and pictures
interpreted by some of Canada’s
foremost historians
THE SHAPING OF ONTARIO
Fmm Exploration to Confederation
A pictorial history of early Ontario interpreted by thirty of Canada’s prominent writers and historians, each viewing one significant aspect. Examined are the French and Indian period; contribution
of Loyalists; the Simcoe Years; consequences of the War of 1812 and the Rebellion of 1837. Essays
deal with education, retigious life, the arts. sports, social life, architecture and politics.
The volume (IT x 15” - 280 pages) is richly illustrated and includes over 70 full colour early French
and English maps, paintings, watercoloum and drawings depicting life in Upper Canada.
Publication Date: June 1, 1985. Pn-Publication
Price $62.00 postpaid. Regular price after June 1st $75.00. The first Deluxe Edition is limited to 2,000 copies and is available only by mail order.
Order from: Mika Publishing Company
200 Stanley Street, P.O. Box 536,
BeUeviUe, Ont. KSN 5B2 -Tel. 613-962-4022
Please ask for the latest catalogue of other Mika Publications.
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Bytown (Ottawa) in 1828 Under the direction of Lt. Colonel John By preliminary work began
on the Rideau Canal in 1826. Map shows the Upper and Lower Bytown. On the right side the
Chaudiere Falls. PAC
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